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1 Introduction
Abelian T-duality, the invariance of string theory when the radius of an S1 in target space
is inverted, has long served as a catalyst for theoretical developments. Given its prominent
role, a long standing challenge has been to establish T-duality in more general contexts for
instance when the target space admits a non-Abelian group of isometries [1]. Two decades
ago, in a remarkable sequence of works [2, 3] by Klimck and Severa it was shown that in
special circumstances one may even relax the imposition of an isometry in target space and
still retain a notion of T-duality called Poisson-Lie (PL) duality.
Some caution should be exercised here; whilst the maps between non-linear sigma-
models induced by non-Abelian [4] or more generally PL T-dualities [2, 3, 5, 6] are canonical
transformations of the classical phase space, it is hard in general to establish them as fully
edged quantum equivalences. Indeed in a generic context one should not expect to have
control of either 0 or gs eects. Optimistically one might suggest that these \dualities"
constitute a map from a CFT to a new CFT0 for which modular invariance may necessitate
the inclusion of extra twisted sectors. The partition sums of these theories need not match.
This viewpoint dates back to [7] and was recently shown to be the case in a simple SU(2)
non-Abelian T-dualisation [8].
Nonetheless these generalised \dualities" (and henceforth we drop the quotation marks)
retain utility as solution generating techniques within supergravity and continue then to
hold interest for their potential application to holography. Non-Abelian T-duality for in-
stance can be used to construct novel examples of holographic spacetimes (see e.g. [9{11]
for early works in this direction and [12] for the eld theoretic interpretation). Poisson-Lie
T-duality at rst sight appears to concern rather complicated looking spacetimes. However
this complexity can in some cases be illusory. In fact a class of integrable models, known
variously as -deformations or Yang-Baxter sigma-models, introduced by Klimck [13] some
years ago constitute exemplars of PL T-dualisable theories. A signicant amount of ac-
tivity has followed from the introduction of the integrable -deformation of the AdS5S5
spacetime [14, 15]. A further development has been integrable -deformations [16, 17] of
(potentially gauged) WZW-models which are related to -type deformations [18{20] via a
Poisson-Lie duality transformation combined with an analytic continuation of certain Euler
angles and couplings.
From the worldsheet perspective such generalised dualities can be rendered manifest
in a doubled formalism much like that of Abelian T-duality introduced in [21, 22]. In
these approaches one considers a sigma-model whose target space has double the number
of dimensions. Half of the coordinates describing this doubled space can be eliminated to
recover a standard sigma-model.1 When this reduction can be done in multiple ways we
recover T-dual related descriptions.
This philosophy was extended to generalised T-dualities in the original works [2, 3]
as well as in [26]. Other recent interesting works in this direction include [27, 28]. The
1This reduction requires the imposition of a chirality constraint which is a delicate matter quantum
mechanically and in [21, 22] it is achieved at the expense of manifest Lorentz invariance, other alternatives
based on gauging e.g. [23{25] may prove more amenable to a quantum treatment.
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doubled space is equipped with the familiar generalised metric and O(D;D) invariant inner-
product and is further required to be a group manifold, D,and so comes equipped with a
canonical three-form. A useful presentation of the doubled worldsheet is provided by the
rst order formalism now coined E-models [29], rst introduced in [3] and developed in [30].
PL dualisable sigma models, as well as - and - and - deformations are all examples of
theories that can be extracted from E-models.
Abelian T-duality has an elegant target space duality symmetric formulation known
as Double Field Theory (DFT) [31]. Since a worldsheet doubled formalism is available
for generalised T-dualities one would hope for a similar understanding at the level of the
target space. The rst clues here come from studying the one-loop -functions of the
worldsheet theory [32, 33]. In [32] it was pointed out that the -function for the gener-
alised metric corresponds to the scalar equation of motion of a gauged supergravity with
the structure constants of the doubled target space providing the embedding tensor. In
DFT the way such gauged supergravities arise is by performing a Scherk-Schwarz reduc-
tion [34{40]. Thus what one requires is a precise formulation of DFT on the group manifold
D. DFTWZW [41{43] provides exactly such an approach and the study of its relation to
Poisson-Lie T-duality was initiated [44].
This manuscript will continue the development of generalised T-dualities and integrable
deformations within DFT. Specically we will show how the type II extension of DFTWZW
provides an immediate set of criteria that extends the structure of E-models to the R/R and
dilaton sector. In the case where this E-model describes a PL T-dualisable NS sector, this
gives rise to criteria that must be obeyed for a full type II supergravity background to be
PL T-dualisable. We shall describe backgrounds for which these criteria hold as being PL
symmetric. DFTWZW makes this symmetry manifest and thereby signicantly simplies
their analysis. For example, instead of having to cope with dicult, coupled PDEs, the
eld equations become algebraic.
A pivotal element in our discussion will be a generalised frame eld on the spacetime
which allows us to connect the elds on the doubled space with the conventional type II
supergravity elds. In this work we will follow a technique suggested in [45] to construct
a set of O(D;D) valued generalised frame elds that furnish the algebra of D via the
generalised Lie derivative. In the cases we are most interested in, and that includes -,
- and -deformations as well as all PL dualisable models, this construction is carried out
explicitly making use of the group theoretic quantities on D and its coset M = D= eH by
a maximal isotropic subgroup eH. Our discussion will be predominantly local in nature,
however where this construction can be extended globally this provides an understanding
of E-models as examples of generalised parallelizable spaces [46, 47].
The - and some -deformations are governed by modied type II eld equa-
tions [48{50]. Modied type II requires a Killing vector, I, and a one form, Z, in addition
to the bosonic eld content known from standard type II supergravity. Connections to
DFT and ExFT of modied supergravity are discussed in [51, 52], here we show that they
also arise from DFTWZW if the subgroup eH is non-unimodular. In [53{55] an open string
interpretation of such I modied supergravities and integrable deformations was given. We
will illustrate these ideas with a number of specic examples. They emphasis how exploit-
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ing PL symmetry can make challenging calculations in integral deformations much easier
and vindicate the combination of DFT techniques and integrable deformations.
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2 we review E-models and how the - and
-deformations t into this framework. In section 3, we develop further the implementa-
tion of Poisson-Lie T-duality in Double Field Theory [44] to show how the R/R-sector of
(modied-) SUGRA can be elegantly extracted. After a short reminder of DFTWZW, we
prove how for a group admitting a maximally isotropic subgroup eH together with some
additional conditions there exists a generalised frame eld solving the section condition of
DFT. Then in section 4 we discuss how the DFT manifest implementation of Poisson-Lie
T-duality can be extended to the R/R-sector and dilaton. In the last section 5 we apply
the formalism to integrable deformations and provide some explicit examples of how the
R/R-sector can be extracted for e.g. AdS3S3 backgrounds. The goal of section 5 there is
not to present novel backgrounds but to demonstrate the ecacy of the approach proposed
in the paper. We conclude with a brief discussion of some of the outstanding challenges as
we see them. The presentation is complemented with a number of technical appendices.
Note added. Whilst this manuscript was in its very nal stages of preparation we re-
ceived a preprint [56] from math.DG that overlaps with some of the conclusions of this
paper, albeit cast in the language of Courant Algebroids rather than DFTWZW.
2 E-models: Poisson-Lie duality and integrable theories
To make this article self-contained, let us begin by reviewing the basic features of E-models
before describing the specialisation to Poisson-Lie T-duality and integrable deformations.
Our starting point2 is a real Lie algebra d of even dimension, dim d = 2D, equipped
with non-degenerate, ad-invariant, symmetric inner-product ⟪; ⟫ that we assume to be of
split-signature. Letting TA be a basis of generators for d, we shall write
[TA;TB] = FAB
CTC ; ⟪TA;TB⟫ = AB : (2.1)
We denote the components of the matrix inverse of AB as 
AB and we will raise and lower
indices with this.
The E-model is a dynamical system that can be conveniently parametrised by a set of
algebra-valued maps j = jATA : S
1
 ! d obeying the classical current algebra
fjA(); jB(0)gP:B: = FABCjC()(   0) + AB0(   0) ; (2.2)
with dynamics determined by the Hamiltonian
Ham =
1
2
I
d⟪j(); E(j())⟫ : (2.3)
Here E(TA) = EABTB, the eponymous operator, is an idempotent involution of d that is
self-adjoint with respect to ⟪; ⟫. We can parametrise E in terms of a generalised metric,
H, as
EAB = HACCB ; HAB = HBA ; HACCDHDB = AB : (2.4)
2A guide to notation, conventions and some algebra terminology can be found in appendix A.
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We will be interested in the case, and assume it henceforth, that d admits a maximally
isotropic subalgebra ~h  d. Then the E-model can be reduced to a conventional non-
linear sigma-model whose target space is the coset M = D= ~H where D; ~H are the groups
corresponding to respectively d; ~h. To x notation we let TA = ( eT a; Ta) where eT a are
generators of ~h and Ta are the remaining generators whose span we denote k. In this basis
the inner-product can be taken to be
AB =
 
0 ab
a
b 0
!
: (2.5)
It is important to stress that in the decomposition d = ~h  k we place no requirement on
k; that is to say in general D= ~H is neither a group manifold itself nor a symmetric space
however the examples we shall be most interested in here will indeed be of this type.
The non-linear sigma-model that follows from the E-model is described by an
action [3, 29]3
S
D= ~H =
~kSWZW[m] 
~k

Z
dd⟪P(m 1@+m);m 1@ m⟫ ; (2.6)
SWZW[m] =
1
2
Z
dd⟪m 1@+m;m 1@ m⟫+ 1
24
Z
M3
⟪m 1dm; [m 1dm;m 1dm]⟫ :
(2.7)
Here we have parametrised a group element on D as g(XI) = ~h(~x~i)m(x
i) where XI =
(~x~i; x
i) are local coordinates on D such that ~x~i,
~i = 1 : : : D, are local coordinates on
~H  D and xi, i = 1 : : : d, are local coordinates that parametrise the coset. The rst term
in eq. (2.6) denotes the WZW action on D, dened with the inner-product ⟪; ⟫, evaluated
on the coset representative m. The second term, whose coecient is  2 times that of the
kinetic term of the WZW model, is dened with a projector obeying [29]
ImP = h ; KerP = (1 + adm  E  adm 1)d : (2.8)
2.1 Poisson-Lie models
Let us now discuss the special case where d is a Drinfel'd double i.e. d = ~h  h with
both ~h,h maximally isotropic subalgebras. This is the setting of Poisson-Lie T-duality. In
this case we can identify the coset with the Lie group manifold D= eH = H and so in the
action eq. (2.6) the representative m(x) can be considered an element of the group H.
Since m 1dm is valued in h, which is an isotropic with respect to ⟪; ⟫, the WZW part
of the action eq. (2.6) is identically zero and what remains can be cast in the form of a
sigma-model:
S
D= eH = 1s
Z
d2 ea+
 
E 10 + 
 1
ab
eb  =
1
s
Z
d2 (G(x) B(x))ij@+xi@ xj ; (2.9)
3Here we restore an overall normalisation
~k
2
, which depending on the specic properties of D= ~H, may
require a quantisation in order to dene the WZ term unambiguously in a path integral.
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in which m 1@m = eaTa = eai@xiTa are the light cone components of the left-invariant
one-forms pulled back to the worldsheet and the normalisation is s = ~k 1. Later we shall
also require the right-invariant one-forms @mm 1 = vaTa = vai@xiTa together with the
vector elds ea = e
i
a@i and va = v
i
a@i that generate respectively right and left actions.
The matrix  is derived from the adjoint action:
admTA = mTAm
 1 = MABTB ; ab = MacM bc : (2.10)
The D2 constant parameters in E0 = G0 B0 are related to those of the generalised metric
introduced in eq. (2.4) in the standard way
HAB =
 
G 10  G 10 B0
B0G
 1
0 G0  B0G 10 B0
!
: (2.11)
In general the target space metric corresponding to the sigma model eq. (2.9) is unappetis-
ing and lacking isometry however it has a rather special algebraic structure. Although the
currents Ja corresponding to left action on H are not conserved in the usual sense they do
obey a non-commutative conservation law
@+Ja  + @ Ja+ = eF bcaJb+Jc  ; (2.12)
in which we emphasise that the structure constants appearing on the right hand side are
those of the ~h. In terms of the target space data, Eij = Gij Bij , this places a requirement
that
LVaEij =   eF bcaekbelcEikElj : (2.13)
This condition on the target space is referred to as a Poisson-Lie symmetry.4
At this stage we make an important observation; using the curved space Gij and Bij
that dene the sigma model eq. (2.9) we may dene a coordinate dependent O(D;D)
generalised metric
bHI^ J^(x) =
 
G 1  G 1B
BG 1 G BG 1B
!
I^ J^
: (2.14)
A tedious but straightforward calculation reveals that
bHI^ J^(x) = bEAI^(x)HAB bEBJ^(x) ; (2.15)
where bEAI^(x) =
 
1 0
 1
!A
B
 
e T 0
0 e
!B
I^
= MAB
 
v T 0
0 v
!B
I^
: (2.16)
The hats on the indices and frame elds are introduced to emphasize dependence only on
the coordinates xi and not on the \dual" ~x~i, i.e. @I^ = (0; @i) | in the terminology of DFT
4Taking a further Lie derivative of this relation invokes an integrability condition, namely that viewed
as a map h! h^ h the structure constants eF bca are required to dene a one-cocycle obeying the co-Jacobi
identity. As explained in the appendix B, this property can be understood as the innitesimal version of
H being a Poisson-Lie group, giving justication for the name.
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we have picked a solution to the section condition. Notice also that the frame elds are
(coordinate dependent) elements of O(D;D).
Of course we could swap the ro^le of the two subgroups. If instead we parametrize
g(X) = em(~x)h(x) we can reduce to a theory on the coset fM = D=H = eH. In that case
we nd the Poisson-Lie T-dual theory to eq. (2.9) given by an action
SD=H =
1
s
Z
d2 ~e+a

E0 + e 1 ab~e b = 1
s
Z
d2 ( eG  eB)~i~j@+~x~i@ ~x~j ; (2.17)
where em 1@ em = ~ea eT a = ~ea~i@~x~i eT a and e dened via the adjoint action. An important
feature is that the two PL sigma-models are related by a canonical transformation [2, 3, 5, 6]
at the classical level which can be derived from a generating functional
F =
I
d(~x; x) ; (2.18)
in which  is the pull back of a one form to S1 whose form is known only implicitly. However
an elegant expression can be given for its derivative [6]
! = d = 2(O 1)abea ^ ~eb + (O 1e)abea ^ eb   (O T)ab~ea ^ ~eb ; O = id  e : (2.19)
2.2 Integrable deformations
An application of E-models is to provide a universal description of two supercial distinct
classes of integrable deformations known as - and -deformed theories [29]. Let us review
some salient features of these deformations which we shall return to in some detail later.
2.2.1 -deformation
In its simplest form the -model is a deformation of the principal chiral model on a group
manifold G dened in terms of an operator R, an endomorphism of g obeying the modied
classical Yang-Baxter equation
[RX;RY ] R ([RX;Y ] + [X;RY ]) =  c2[X;Y ] ; 8X;Y 2 g ; (2.20)
where c2 2 f 1; 0; 1g. We require that R be skew-symmetric with respect to the Cartan-
Killing form hta; tbi = ab =   12h_ facdfbdc with [ta; tb] = fabctc with ftag the generators of g.
The -deformation corresponds to taking the choice c2 =  1 with R acting to swap
positive and negative roots and as zero on the Cartan and is dened by the action
S =
1
t
Z
d2hv+; (1  R) 1 v i : (2.21)
This theory is of particular interest since it preserves the integrability [57] of the principal
chiral model (at least classically).5 What may not be immediately obvious is that this is
5In actuality, integrability of theory in eq. (2.21) is ensured for any value of c2 2 f 1; 0; 1g [58, 59] and
the case of c = 0 is of relevance in describing e.g. TsT deformations [60, 61].
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an example of a model admitting Poisson-Lie T-duality and thus an E-model. Indeed the
action (2.21) can be brought into PL form of eq. (2.9) with the identication 
E 10
ab
=
ab

 Rab ; ab = Rab  D[g]acRcdD[g 1]db ; s = ~k 1 = t ; (2.22)
in which we have dened R(ta) = Rabtb and adgta = gtag 1 = D[g]abtb for g 2 G, and
raised indices with ab. To understand the E-model corresponding to this sigma-model,
one needs to identify the corresponding double d and idempotent operator E . Note that
eq. (2.20) ensures that the bracket
[X;Y ]R = [RX;Y ] + [X;RY ] ; (2.23)
obeys the Jacobi identity and thus denes a second Lie-algebra we call gR. It is a standard
result that d = g + gR can be identied with the complexication d = gC which, when
viewed as a real Lie algebra with elements Z = X+ iY , X;Y 2 g, can be equipped with an
inner-product given by the imaginary part of the Cartan-Killing form. Under the Iwasawa
decomposition d = gC = g+(a+n) both g and ~h = a+n are maximal isotropic subalgebras.
Finally the operator E is given by [29]
E : Z 7! i
2
 
    1Z   i
2
 
 +  1

Zy :
2.2.2 -deformations
Appearing at rst sight to be a rather dierent class of integrable models, -deformations
can be thought of as a re-summed marginally relevant current-current perturbation of a
WZW-model on a group manifold G. The -deformed WZW model is specied by the
action [16]
S = kSWZW [g] +
k

Z
d2 h@+gg 1; ( 1   adg 1) 1g 1@ gi : (2.24)
Here we use the WZW action for a group element g 2 G as in eq. (2.6) but with the
inner-product simply given by the Cartan-Killing form,  = h; i. In addition to the metric
and B-eld obtained from the above action, the construction of the -deformed theory [16]
requires a Gaussian elimination of elds which when perfomed in a path integral gives rise
to a dilaton
 = 0   1
2
log det(1   adg 1) ; (2.25)
in which 0 is constant. The -deformation can be recast into an E-model for which
d = g g, whose elements are a pair fX;Y g, equipped with an inner-product
⟪fX1; Y1g; fX2; Y2g⟫ = hX1; X2i   hY1; Y2i : (2.26)
With this inner-product it is clear that the diagonally embedded G is a subgroup and a
maximal isotropic. However the anti-diagonal, whilst being the complementary isotropic,
is not a subgroup. The specication of the E-model is completed by dening
E : fX;Y g 7! 1 + 
2
1  2 fX; Y g  
2
1  2 fY; Xg ; (2.27)
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from which a at space generalised metric can be obtained via eq. (2.4). The metric and B-
eld of the -model can be obtained by dressing this generalised metric with at (algebra)
indices with an appropriate frame eld as in eq. (2.14). The construction of this frame
eld is slightly more involved than in the case of the PL model, principally because the
anti-diagonal embedding of G is not a subgroup and we are not dealing with a Drinfel'd
double. This feature is crucial to ensure that the WZ term in eq. (2.6) plays a role. A
second delicate matter is to relate the coset representative m(x), and quantities derived
from it, to those obtained in terms of the group element g(x) dening the -model. We
shall return to both these points in the sequel.
3 Target space description of E-models
We begin this section by reviewing double eld theory on a group manifold, DFTWZW,
which will be our framework to implement E-models. We will then show how the section
condition can be solved by introducing a set of frame elds that further describe the
generalised geometry of M = D= eH. We will explain how modied supergravity arises out
of this procedure.
3.1 A brief review of DFTwzw
We now present a more consolidated target space perspective of the discussion in the
previous section. For this we shall employ the framework of DFTWZW [42]; a specication
of the O(D;D) symmetric double eld theory that assumes an underlying group manifold,
D, of dimension 2D. The corresponding algebra d is as in eq. (2.1), and in particular is
equipped with an ad-invariant inner-product, , of split signature that will be used to raise
and lower indices.
We introduce a group element, g(X), depending on XI , I = 1 : : : 2D, local coordinates
on D and the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan forms g 1dg = EAITAdXI from which is
constructed DA = EA
I@I , (with EA
I the inverse transpose of EAI) a set of vector elds
generating a right action obeying [DA; DB] = FAB
CDC .
The NS/NS sector. The common NS sector of DFTWZW consists of a generalised
metric HAB, which a priori may depend on all of the XI , and a generalised dilaton d. The
dynamics are encoded by a target space action [42],
SNS =
Z
d2DXe 2d

1
8
HCDrCHABrDHAB   1
2
HABrBHCDrDHAC
  2rAdrBHAB + 4HABrAdrBd+ 1
6
FACDFB
CDHAB

: (3.1)
Here we have introduced a covariant derivative r that acts on a vector density V A with
weight w as,
rAV B = DAV B + 1
3
FAC
BV C   wFAV B : (3.2)
The generalised metric has weight w = 0 whilst the generalised dilaton e 2d has w = 1 and
rAd =  12e2drAe 2d. The density correction makes use of FA = DA log detE.
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object gen.-dieomorphisms 2D-dieomorphisms global O(D;D)
HAB tensor scalar tensor
rAd not covariant scalar 1-form
e 2d scalar density (w=1) scalar density (w=1) invariant
 spinor scalar density (w=12) spinor
AB invariant-tensor invariant-scalar invariant
FAB
C invariant invariant tensor
EA
I invariant vector 1-form
SNS invariant invariant invariant
SR=R invariant invariant invariant
DA not covariant covariant covariant
rA not covariant covariant covariant
Table 1. Transformation properties of objects under DFTWZW symmetries.
The local symmetries of the action comprise:
1. Generalised dieomorphisms meditated by the generalised Lie derivative
LV A = BrBV A   V BrBA + ABCDV CrBD + wrBBV A ; (3.3)
2. Conventional 2D-dieomorphisms meditated by the Lie derivative
LV
A = BDBV
A   wBFBV A + wDBBV A : (3.4)
It should be emphasised here that under the conventional 2D-dieomorphisms objects with
curved space indices I; J etc. transform tensorially whereas those with algebra indices A;B,
transform as scalars. In particular with respect to this transformation HAB is a scalar and
AB is an invariant (i.e. constant) scalar. See table 1 for further details.
Closure of the local symmetry algebra necessitates that elds and gauge parameters,
and products thereof, can depend on coordinates in only a restricted way. This restriction
is called the section condition and reads
(DAf1   w1FAf1)(DAf2   w2FAf2) = 0 ; (3.5)
in which f1 and f2 indicate any eld or combinations of elds with the corresponding
weights w1 and w2, respectively. Notionally solving this condition should amount to giving
a splitting of coordinates XI = (~x~i; x
i) in to physical fxig, on which elds can depend, and
non-physical f~x~ig on which elds cannot depend. Once a solution to the section condition
is adopted of course the full conventional 2D-dieomorphism symmetry is broken, and all
that survives can in fact be absorbed into the generalised dieomorphisms.
Having the action (3.1), we can derive the corresponding equations of motion by varying
it with respect to the generalised metric and the generalised dilaton. Doing so, we nd [42]
SNS =
Z
d2DXe 2dKABHAB and SNS =  2
Z
d2DXe 2dRd ; (3.6)
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with
KAB = 1
8
rAHCDrBHCD   1
4
rC   2(rCd)HCDrDHAB + 2r(ArB)d
 r(AHCDrDHB)C +
rD   2(rDd)HCDr(AHB)C +HC (ArCHDB)
+
1
6
FACDFB
CD ; (3.7)
and
R = 4HABrArBd rArBHAB   4HABrAdrBd+ 4rAdrBHAB
+
1
8
HCDrCHABrDHAB   1
2
HABrBHCDrDHAC + 1
6
FACDFB
CDHAB : (3.8)
In order to obtain the eld equations, one has to take into account that HAB is not an
arbitrary rank two tensor but restricted to symmetric O(D;D) generators. Therefore, one
introduces the generalised Ricci tensor [42, 62]
RAB = 2P(ACKCDPB)D with PAB =
1
2
(AB +HAB) and PAB = 1
2
(AB  HAB) :
(3.9)
It projects out the irrelevant components of K and allows to write the eld equations for
the NS/NS sector in the compact form
RAB = 0 and R = 0 : (3.10)
The R/R sector. Let us now examine the R/R sector for which the target space action
on D reads [63]
SR=R =
1
4
Z
d2DX ( =r)y SH =r : (3.11)
Here  is a Majorana-Weyl spinor of Spin(D;D) and depending on its chirality encodes
either type IIA or IIB theories. A natural way to parameterise this spinor is in terms of even
or odd dierential forms with degree up to D. Let us denote these forms as C(p) so that
 =
DX
p=0
1
2p=2 p!
C(p)a1:::ap 
a1 : : : ap j0i ; (3.12)
in which the  -matrices  A =

 a;  
a

obey f A; Bg = 2AB and j0i is the Cliord
vacuum annihilated by the  a. The action of an O(D;D) element O on a spinor, denoted
as SO, is implicitly dened by the Cliord relation
 A = SO 
BS 1O OB
A : (3.13)
The covariant derivative for spinors entering the action is dened as
=r =  ArA with rA = DA  1
12
FABC 
BC  1
2
FA ; (3.14)
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where we take into account that  transforms as a density with weight w = 1=2. The Dirac
operator =r is nilpotent providing that FABCFABC = 0, this requirement in fact follows
from the section condition of DFT and we shall assume it to be the case.
Generalised dieomorphisms act on the spinor as
L = ArA+ 1
2
rAB AB+ 1
2
rAA ; (3.15)
and under 2D-dieomorphisms it transforms exactly as in eq. (3.4) as a scalar with density
1=2. The eld strengths are dened as G = =r. In order that eq. (3.11) describes the
correct degrees of freedom a self-duality condition must be imposed [63]
G =  KG with K = C 1SH ; (3.16)
in which C is the charge conjugation matrix.6
The variation of the action with respect to  gives rise to the equations of motion
=r(KG) = 0 ; (3.19)
which is automatically satised providing the self-duality constraint (3.16) and Bianchi
identity are imposed. Furthermore, the NS/NS sector equations of motion (3.10) receive
the additional contribution from also varying the R/R part of the action [63]
RAB   e
2d
16
H(ACGy B)CKG = 0 : (3.20)
3.2 The generalised frame elds
In order to present concrete solutions to the section condition let us restrict our attention
to the case relevant to E-models, i.e. that d admits a subalgebra ~h  d. Let TA = ( eT a; Ta)
where eT a are generators of ~h and Ta are the remaining generators whose span we denote
k. The subalgebra is maximally isotropic with respect to . The space k is automatically
maximally isotropic but not necessarily a subalgebra. Locally in a patch, one can always
decompose a group element g 2 D as
g(XI) = ~h(~x~i)m(x
i) ; ~h 2 eH and m 2 exp(k) : (3.21)
This splitting should be extended globally, working patchwise if a global section m is un-
available [64]. Note that the coset-representative m(xi) is chosen to be just the exponential
of coset generators; this represents a preferred choice of coordinates on D= eH which will be
employed in what follows.
6Charge conjugation is dened by its action
C  a C 1 =  a = ( 
a)y and C  a C
 1 =  a = ( a)
y (3.17)
on the  -matrices. This constraint requires that (C 1SH)2 = 1 and therefore that D(D   1)=2 is odd.
Thus, we can only impose it (D  10) for [63]
D = f10; 7; 6; 3; 2g : (3.18)
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Now we make one further important requirement, namely we demand that
ij = 0 of IJ = EA
IABEB
J : (3.22)
In was shown in [65] when D= ~H is identied with a group manifold (i.e. d is a Drinfel'd
double) or is a symmetric coset then eq. (3.22) follows directly from eq. (3.21). This will
be the case in all examples we are interested in this paper, however in anticipation that
there may be more general solutions we keep this as a separate requirement.
Then the section condition in DFT is implemented by demanding physical elds just
depend on the coordinates xi of the target space D= ~H and not on ~xi. A slight subtlety
arises for densities f of weight w where only the combination
f j det ~ea~ij w = bf(xi) with eT a~ea~id~x~i = ~h 1d~h; (3.23)
depends on xi, whilst f depends on all coordinates. The physical elds are then the
generalised metric and the corrected dilaton:
bHI^ J^(xi) and bd(xi) = d+ 1
2
log j det ~ea~ij : (3.24)
The last equation takes into account that e 2d is the covariant density with weight w = 1.
Similarly in the R/R sector the coordinate dependence of  is restricted to
S bE = bqj det ~ea~ij (3.25)
where b depends on the physical coordinates xi only and S bE will be the spinorial counter-
part of a certain frame-eld we shall now dene.
We now need to express the actions eq. (3.1) and (3.11) in terms of these restricted
quantities bHI^ J^ ; bd and b which can be thought of as living in the generalised tangent space
of M = D= ~H. To do so we shall show that when the factorisation eq. (3.21) is assumed
we can dene a set of generalised frame elds bEAI^ that obey
i. bEAI^ is an O(D;D) element ,
ii. bEAI^ only depends on the physical coordinates xi,
iii. bEAI^ gives rise to the frame algebra,
bL bEA bEBI^ = FABC bECI^ ; (3.26)
where FAB
C are the structure constants of the double D and bL is the generalised Lie
derivative of generalised geometry
bLV I^ = J^@J^V I^ + (@ I^J^   @J^I^)V J^ : (3.27)
At this stage we are working locally however where these frame elds can be globally
extended they would dene a generalised Leibniz parallelisation on M = D= ~H [46, 47].
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Also note that because of condition ii we may use the term generalised Lie derivative and
Courant bracket are interchangeable here.
The hatted notation on indices is introduced to emphasise quantities that take values
in the generalised tangent space of M, i.e. when the section condition has been solved so
for example
V I^ =
 
vi
vi
!
; @I^ =

0 @i

; and I^ J^ =
 
0 ij
ji 0
!
: (3.28)
In the present context we have the following useful theorem:
Theorem 1. For each group D, with a non-degenerate, bilinear, ad-invariant split form ,
and a maximally isotropic subgroup eH, there exists generalised frame elds on M = D= eH
where eq. (3.21) and eq. (3.22) hold that obey conditions i{iii above. These are realized by
bEAI^ = MAB bVBI^ = MAB  vbi 0
vb
jji vb
i
! I^
B
; (3.29)
with
MA
BTB = mTAm
 1 ; Tavaidxi + eT aAaidxi = TAV Aidxi = dmm 1 ; vaivaj = ji ;
(3.30)
and ij the components of a two-form
(2) =
1
2
ijdx
i ^ dxj = !(2)   
(2) ; (3.31)
in which
!(2) =
1
2
vaiAajdx
i ^ dxj ; (3.32)
and 
(2) chosen such that
d
(2) = 
(3) =
1
12
⟪dmm 1; [dmm 1; dmm 1]⟫ = 1
12
FABCV
A ^ V B ^ V C : (3.33)
Proof. Condition i is trivially satised. The adjoint action of any group element in D,
and in particular MA
B, is an O(D;D) element as  is adjoint invariant. The second part
of (3.29), bVBI^ , is also O(D;D) valued, indeed it is the product of a b-eld transformation
and a GL(D) action. By construction the frame elds only depend on the coordinates fxig
and the condition ii is automatic. Finally we have to check the frame algebra condition iii.
First we make use of the easy identity
@I^MA
B = V CI^MA
DFCD
B ; (3.34)
to show that bECI^ bL bEA bEBI^ = MADMBEMCF (TDEF + SDEF ) ; (3.35)
in which
TABC = 3bV[AI^@I^(bVBJ^)bVC]J^ ; SABC = 3[AGFBC]G ; AB = bVAiV Bi =
 
0 0
va
iAbi 
b
a
!
:
(3.36)
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Since the structure constants are invariant under the adjoint action the proof is completed
provided
TABC + SABC = FABC : (3.37)
This can be veried component by component:
Sabc = 0 ; T abc = 0 ;
Sabc = eF abc ; T abc = 0 ;
Sabc = 2F
a
bc + 2 eF da[bc]d ; T abc =  F abc   2 eF da[bc]d ;
Sabc = 3Fabc + 3F
d
[abc]d ; Tabc = 3va
ivb
jvc
k@[ijk] :
(3.38)
The proof is concluded by substituting the derivative of  from eq. (3.33) calculated using
d!(2) =  1
4
 
FABcV
A ^ V B ^ vc  FABcV A ^ V B ^Ac

; (3.39)
which follows from the Maurer-Cartan identity for V A.
Comment 1. Using these frame elds we construct derivative operators @I^ =
bEAI^DA. As
detailed in appendix C, I^ J^@I^@J^  0 and therefore the section condition of DFT is solved.
Comment 2. The twisting of a Courant bracket by an H 2 H3(M;R) (see e.g. [66])
provides an interpretation for the use of 
(2), which may not exist globally (even if the
decomposition eq. (3.21) does). Dening new generalised frame elds bE0AI^ as in eq. (3.29)
but with now ij = !
(2)
ij we have that
bL bE0A bE0BI^ = FABC bE0CI^ +
 bE0Aj bE0Bk
(3)jki
0
!
; (3.40)
such that H = 
(3) appears as such a twisting. If k is also a subalgebra (as in the case of
a Drinfel'd double) this vanishes.
Comment 3. The assumption of eq. (3.22) allows us to introduce, in addition to AB and
HAB, the structure
~!AB =
 
0  1
1 2Aaiv
i
b
!
: (3.41)
It will be shown in a forthcoming paper by one of the authors [67] that ~!, dressed with
an appropriate adjoint action to transport it around the group manifold D, and  equips
TD with an (almost) para-hermitian structure. An interesting question, beyond the present
scope, is to establish the circumstances in which HAB will allow a full Born geometry of [68].
Recently these structures were examined for the case of Drinfel'd double [69] and DFT [70].
Let us close this section with some further properties of the frame eld that will be
employed in the sequel. We consider the quantity
b
I^ J^K^ =  @I^ bEJ^A bE bKA : (3.42)
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An immediate consequence of the frame algebra is that
b
[I^ J^K^] = 13 bFI^ J^K^  13 bEAI^ bEBJ^ bECK^FABC : (3.43)
We shall also need the contraction
b
K^ = I^ J^ b
I^ J^K^ ; (3.44)
which can be simplied by making use of eq. (3.34) to show
bVAI^ b
I^ = DEFAED   @I^ bVAI^ : (3.45)
Then it follows using the Maurer-Cartan identity for V ATA = dmm
 1 that
b
I^ =  vai ~fa; @i log det vaj   
(2)ij vaj ~faI^ ; (3.46)
in which
~fa = eF abb ; fa = Fabb : (3.47)
In the special case of a Drinfel'd double, the nal term involving 
(2) vanishes. Here we see
that b
I^ will play an important role in the case that ~h is non-unimodular, i.e when ~F abb 6= 0.
The quantities bFI^ J^K^ can be thought of as generalised uxes and, whilst not essential for
what follows, this view is explored in the appendix D.
3.3 Equivalence to (modied) type II supergravity
In what follows, we apply the idea of [44] and rewrite the action (3.1) using the generalised
frame eld. We parametrise the generalised metric as in eq. (2.14) and write
bHI^ J^ = bEAI^HAB bEAJ^ : (3.48)
Similarly, we write the generalised dilaton, recalling eq. (3.24) as
bd =   1
4
log j det gij j = d+ 1
2
log j det ~ea~kj : (3.49)
Taking into account that,
@I^ b'(xi) = bEAI^DA b'(xi) ; (3.50)
we can make use of the property that bEAI^ satises the frame algebra (3.26) to pull covari-
ant derivatives to generalised tangent bundle. An illustrative example is rA acting on a
weightless vector V B for which
rAV B ! @I^ bV J^ + (b
[I^K^L^]   b
I^K^L^)L^J^ bV K^ (3.51)
with b
I^ J^K^ dened in eq. (3.42). The generalization to higher rank tensors follows
immediately.
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Next, we take a look at the covariant derivative for the generalised dilaton for which
we must pay attention to the weight factor,
rAd = DAd+ 1
2
DA log j detEBI j = DA bd+ 1
2
DA log j det vaij : (3.52)
Making of use of eq. (3.46) we have
rAd! @I^ bd+ XI^ + 12 b
I^ ; XI^ = 12
 
~fava
i
~fava
j

(2)
ij
!
: (3.53)
When ~h is non-unimodular we have by denition XI^ 6= 0 [51]. In the following, we will
rst consider the NS sector, treating unimodular and non-unimodular cases in turn, and
then we discuss the R/R sector pertaining to both cases.
3.3.1 Unimodular case
Pulling all quantities in the action (3.1) to the generalised tangent space, and doing some
algebra, we obtain for XI^ = 0 the action of DFT with the section condition solved
SNS = V ~H
Z
dDxe 2bd

1
8
bHK^L^@K^ bHI^ J^@L^ bHI^ J^ (3.54)
  2@I^ bd@J^ bHI^ J^   12 bHI^ J^@J^ bHK^L^@L^ bHI^K^ + 4 bHI^ J^@I^ bd@J^ bd

:
All occurrences of b
I^K^L^ either directly cancel or occur in contractions that vanish due
to working in a particular solution of the section condition. Let us emphasise that in
eq. (3.54) the section condition has been implemented, the elds only depend on the co-
ordinates x, the integral is only over these coordinates, and the integration over ~x has
been performed with a volume V ~H arising from the dilaton factor in the measure. It is
by now well established [63, 71] that the equations of motion derived from this theory
can be equated to the common NS sector (super)gravity eld equations for gij ; Bij ;  (see
appendix A for the supergravity eld equations used).
3.3.2 Non-unimodular case
If ~H is not unimodular, we instead obtain generalised type II [48]. This is a modication
at the level of the equations of motion, described in detail in appendix A, that depends
crucially on a Killing vector I obeying
LIg = 0 ; LIH = 0 ; (3.55)
where LI is the conventional Lie derivative along I, and a one form Z further constrained
to obey
dZ + IH = 0 ; IZ = 0 : (3.56)
The conditions eq. (3.56) allows the construction of a dierential which acts on the formal
sum of forms
d = d +H ^   Z ^   I ; d2 =  LI ; (3.57)
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such that when the dierential form is invariant under I the dierential is nilpotent. This
dierential operator will be important when discussing the R/R sector.
The rst of eq. (3.56) may be integrated to yield
Z = d+ IB   V ; (3.58)
in which H = dB locally and LIB = dV . In the absence of the modications due to the
Killing vector I the scalar eld  coincides with the conventional dilaton.7 In the language
of mDFT [51, 72], the corresponding modications to the DFT equations of motion are
implemented by a shift in the derivative of the DFT dilaton
@I^
bd! @I^ bd+ XI^ : (3.60)
The DFT shift vector in (3.60) is related to the modied supergravity vectors by,
XI^ =
 
Ii
 Vi
!
: (3.61)
The DFT vector XI^ is not an arbitrary, instead reecting the requirements eq. (3.55){(3.59)
it is constrained to be a generalised Killing vector8 obeying,
bI^ J^XI^XJ^ = 0 ; bLX bHI^ J^ = 0 and bLX bd = 0 : (3.62)
Since we know already in the unimodular case that the DFT equations of motion are
recovered, it follows that in the non-unimodular case the mDFT equations are recovered
with the identication of the DFT vector XI^ with that in eq. (3.53) i.e. with
I =
1
2
~fava
i@i ; V = I

(2) : (3.63)
Whilst V here depends on a choice of 
(2) it was shown in [51] that in fact there is a gauge
freedom that allows one to take V to be zero.
It is immediate that the rst of eq. (3.62) holds but we now investigate under what
circumstances the remaining constraints of eq. (3.62) are valid. Here we make use of the
generalised frame elds and transport the results back to the at indices with A = XI^ bEI^A
and HAB = bEI^A bHI^ J^ bEJ^B. A short calculation shows that,
bEI^A bEJ^B bLX bHI^ J^ = CDCHAB ; (3.64)
7To make contact with the notation of [51] we dene U = IB   V such that Z = d+ U . The split of
d and U is somewhat arbitrary since one could shift ! +  and U ! U   d and so can be xed by
demanding
LI = 0 ; IU = 0 : (3.59)
8To see this recall that a DFT gauge transformation generated by a vector VI^ = (v
i; ~vi) acts as HI^J^ =bLVHI^J^ and in the solution to the section condition @I^ = (0; @i) simply generates dieomorphism g = Lvg
and gauge transformations B = LvB + d~v.
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and hence if HAB is constant (as is in case of E models) the second of eq. (3.62) holds. For
the third of eq. (3.62) we have
bLX bd = XI^@I^ bd  12@I^XI^
= XI^

@I^
bd+ 1
2
@I^ log det vi
a

  1
4
~fafa +
1
4
~f eFe
pqpq :
Now taking the trace of the Jacobi identity for the subalgebra ~h yields ~fa eF bca  0 such
that the nal term in the above vanishes. A consequence of the Jacobi identities for d is
that FABCF
ABC = 4 ~fafa. Since we require FABCF
ABC = 0 to avoid violations of the
section condition for the cases we are interested in ~fafa = 0.
We can then make use of eq. (3.24) to recast the result in terms of conventional volume
preserving 2D-dieomorphism acting on d:
bLX bd = Ld   1
2
e2dLe
 2d : (3.65)
Hence when the DFTWZW dilaton, d, is invariant under 2D-dieomorphisms then indeed
we obey the criteria in eq. (3.62) and it is evident that we reproduce the eld equations of
modied SUGRA.
It is interesting to ask what happens at the level of the action since it is thought
that generalised SUGRA does not admit an action [52]. So what goes wrong when we try
to derive an action analogous to (3.54) by translating to the generalised tangent space?
To solve this puzzle, remember that we need integration by parts to make sense of the
action (3.54) and i.e. derive the eld equations. This operation requires that the identityZ
dX2D@I(j detEjEAI) =
Z
dX2Dj detEjDA (3.66)
holds. A quick calculation shows that this relation requires FAB
B = 0, which is always the
case because the full double is always unimodular. However in (3.54), we also integrate out
the non-physical directions f~x~ig to obtain an action just on the physical target space D= ~H.
For the unimodular case this is perfectly ne because integration by parts works on D= ~H
as well as on ~H independently. But in the non-unimodular case, eF abb = ~fa 6= 0 obstructs
integration by parts on ~H. Therefore, we are not allowed to integrate out ~H and write an
action just on D= ~H. Instead we require a genuinely doubled action. That also explains
the problems in conventional DFT/EFT to nd an action. There, the integration is only
performed over the physical space after solving the section condition, while in DFTWZW it
is always over the full space.
3.3.3 R/R sector
As for the NS/NS sector, we now want to show that this description is equivalent to the
R/R sector of type IIA/B supergravity, or modied type II SUGRA if eH is not unimodular.
So, we pull all quantities to the generalised tangent space. We start with the covariant
derivative
j det ~eaij 1=2S bE =r =

=@   (=@S bE)S 1bE   112 bFI^ J^K^b I^ J^K^   12 =@ log j det vaij
 b (3.67)
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which arises after substituting b = j det ~eaij 1=2S bE and identifyingb I^ = S bE AS 1bE bEAI^ ; =@ = b I^@I^ : (3.68)
We can simplify further as
 (=@S bE)S 1bE = 14 b
I^ J^K^b I^b J^K^ = 112 bFI^ J^K^b I^ J^K^ + 12 b
J^ J^ I^b I^
=
1
12
bFI^ J^K^b I^ J^K^ + 12 =@ log j det vaij  XI^b I^ : (3.69)
Thus we have bG = j det ~ea~ij 1=2S bEG = j det ~ea~ij 1=2S bE =r = =@  XI^b I^ b : (3.70)
We are now able to consider the self-duality constraint eq. (3.16) pulled to the gener-
alised tangent space which gives bG =  C 1S bH bG : (3.71)
To cast the results in the simplest form we follow [63] and make use of the decomposition
of the spinor representative of the generalised metric9
S bH = S 1B Sg 1SB with SB = exp( Bijb ij) : (3.72)
Dening bF = eSB =@  XI^b I^ b ; (3.73)
then, from [63], the self-duality condition reads,bF =  SgC 1 bF : (3.74)
We also dene a dierent set of potential b = eSB b such thatbF = eSB =@  XI^b I^ e S 1B b = db (3.75)
Here note the appearance of the exterior derivative introduced in eq. (3.57). This is exactly
as the R/R sector enters in mDFT in [48, 51]. Combining the Bianchi identity d bF = 0 and
eq. (3.57) shows that the Lie derivative LI bF = 0 without imposing any further constraints
on the R/R elds.
4 The E-model conditions
Here we dene how the condition for Poisson-Lie symmetry or more generally the structure
behind an E-model can be simply stated in the context of DFTWZW. Namely we propose:
The conditions of an E-model are that the elds HAB, d and G of DFTWZW
are invariant under volume preserving 2D-dieomorphisms.
In this section we shall follow through this proposal to constrain the structure of the dilaton
and R/R sector.
9This follows from writing bH =  1 0
B 1
! 
g 1 0
0 g
! 
1  B
0 1
!
.
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4.1 NS sector
In this sector the condition simply implies that the HAB is a constant, exactly matching
the set up in section 2. Applying this restriction, and similar on the dilaton that we turn
to momentarily, the equations of motion simplify signicantly. The Ricci scalar reduces to
the scalar potential of gauged supergravity
R = 1
12
FACEFBDF
 
3HABCDEF  HABHCDHEF  ; (4.1)
without section condition violating contributions 1=6FABCF
ABC . For the generalised cur-
vature RAB, we nd
RAB = 1
8
(HACHBF   ACBF )(HKDHHE   KDHE)FKHCFDEF : (4.2)
This results matches perfectly with the RG ow calculation for a double sigma model
presented in [32, 33] in which
@HAB
@ log 
= RAB : (4.3)
4.2 Dilaton
For the dilaton we have to take into account that the covariant quantity e 2d has weight
w = 1. Hence, we demand
Le
 2d  ADAe 2d   AFAe 2d +DAAe 2d = 0 ; (4.4)
where we recall FA = DA log j detEBI j. The last term vanishes, because the 2D-
dieomorphisms which we are considering are area preserving. This leaves us with
I@I(2d+ log j det vaij+ log j det ~va~ij) = 0 : (4.5)
Plugging in the expression for the generalised dilaton
d =   1
4
log j det gij j   1
2
log j det ~va~ij ; (4.6)
we obtain the condition
  1
4
log j det gij j+ 1
2
log j det vaij = 0 ; (4.7)
with 0 a constant.
For the case of unimodular PL models it can be seen in a few lines that this condition is
fullled by the dilaton introduced using heavy duty mathematical treatment in [73]. The
details of this equivalence are provided as appendix material in section E. Similarly for
-models this prescription provides the known dilaton, also detailed in E.
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4.3 R/R sector
We demand that the eld strength G = =r is invariant under arbitrary 2d dieomor-
phisms i.e.
LG  ADAG  1
2
(AFA  DAA)G = 0 : (4.8)
In general for a scalar density, G, of 2D-dieomorphisms of weight w (and here w = 12) we
could dene
G = j detEjwG0 (4.9)
and the invariance condition is satised for G0 being constant. Here we have a further
consequence since we can make use of the denition of the covariant derivative to show
this requires that
rAG =   1
12
FABC 
BCG ; (4.10)
and as a consequence, assuming the Bianchi identity 0 = =rG, upon contraction with a
gamma matrix we have a necessary condition
FABC 
ABCG = 0 : (4.11)
Notice that the operator =bF is nilpotent by virtue of the standard properties of  -matrices
and the Jacobi identity of FAB
C . Taking into account the dilaton and the R/R spinor
weights we have that the equation of motion involves purely constant algebraic quantities
RAB   e
20
16
H(ACGy0 B)CKG0 = 0 : (4.12)
When transported to generalised tangent space via bG = j det ~va~ij 1=2S bEG we simply have
=bF bG = 1
12
bFI^ J^K^b I^ J^K^ bG = 0 : (4.13)
Notice further that S bE contains three factors, the rst is the spinor counterpart SM of the
adjoint action MA
B, the second is a B-eld S shift induced by the two form  and the third
is the spinor counterpart SbV of the GL(D) transformation induced by the vector elds vai.
Now this last transformation SbV carries with it a multiplicative factor of j det vj  12 . This
factor combines with the j det ~vj 1=2 to cancel the same factors coming from the weighting
and pragmatically speaking in the end to pass to the target space it will be sucient to
calculate SSMG0. Where the context is clear we shall not overcrowd and already burden-
some notation with the subscript G0 and understand the push to the generalised tangent
space in the above sense.
4.4 Fourier-Mukai transformation
An alternative approach to study the transformation of R/R uxes is a Fourier-Mukai trans-
formation. This idea was already applied to Abelian [74] and non-Abelian T-duality [75].
Here we show that our previous results allow us to write the R/R ux transformations also
in terms of a Fourier-Mukai transformation for the full Poisson-Lie T-duality. Especially,
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we give an explicit construction for the gauge invariant ux ! of the topological defect
mediating the transformation.
Let us rst set up our notation. We have two (pseudo)-Riemannian target spaces M
and fM which are connected by Poisson-Lie T-duality. We are not restricted to the cases
where there are two maximally isotropic subgroups in a single decomposition of d, one
could imagine taking an algebra d and by performing global O(D;D) rotation making two
dierent Manin quasi-triple decompositions. Both target spaces are D-dimensional and we
denote their coordinates as xi and ~x
~i, respectively. Furthermore, their metrics, gij and ~g~i~j ,
are used to dene a Hodge star on both of them.10 We are interested in their R/R ux
F(p) and eF(p). They are governed by the self-duality conditions
F(p) = ( 1)
(D p)(D p 1)
2 ? F(D p) (4.15)
and the same for eF(p). These uxes can be related by the Fourier-Mukai transformation
eF = s
V (M)
Z
M
F ^ e! ; (4.16)
where s is the signature of the metric on M and V (M) denotes its volume. It arises
after integration over the volume form v(M) = pj det gjdx1 ^    ^ dxD. The remaining,
essential ingredient in the equation is the two-form !. In order to x this form, we need
to remember how Poisson-Lie T-duality works for the R/R uxes in DFT. bF and ebF are
represented by Majorana-Weyl spinor of O(D,D). Using the generalised frames eld bEA ~^I
and
ebEAI^ of the two backgrounds we can write down the O(D,D) transformation [44]
bO ~^I J^ = ebEA ~^I bEAJ^ (4.17)
relating these two spinors. It acts asebF = qj det ~ea~ieaj jS eBS bOS B bF : (4.18)
A canonical way to parameterise the O(D,D) element bO is
bO ~^I J^ =
 
r~i
j + b~i~kr
~k
l
lj b~i~kr
~k
j
r
~i
k
kj r
~i
j
!
: (4.19)
It allows us to directly identify ! with
! =  1
2
Tr log(ra
b) B   1
2
ijdx
i ^ dxj + 1
2
b~i~jd~x
~i ^ d~x~j + ~B   r~ijd~x
~i ^ dxj
= !(0;0) + !(2;0) + !(0;2) + !(1;1) : (4.20)
10We use the explicit expression
(?A)i1:::ip =
1pj det gj(D   p)!gi1j1 : : : gipjpkp+1:::kDj1:::jpAkp+1:::kD (4.14)
for the Hodge star with 12:::D = 1. In this section we chose to restore \upstairs" positions for the indices ~x
~i
and \downstairs" for dual algebra generators ~Ta | this is so as not to interfere with the standard notation
for dierential forms.
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In the rst line, we lowered the two indices of ij with the metric gij and the same for the
second index of r~i
j . Additionally, we denote a p-form on M and a q-form on fM as !(p;q).
As we will see later, the contribution !(0;0), which depends on ra
b = ~ea
~ir~i
jebj , vanishes if
we have a Drinfeld double and is only relevant for Manin quasi-triple. Finally, B and ~B
are the B-elds on the target space and its dual.
To show that the expression presented in eq. (4.20) is indeed the correct form of !,
we calculateeF = s
V (M)
Z
M
 
F(D) ^ (1 + !(0;0) + !(0;2)) + F(D 1) ^ !(1;1) + F(D 2) ^ !(2;0) + : : :

(4.21)
up to the linear order in ! and compare it with the DFT result. We have to take into
account the two properties
? 1 = s v(M) and ? F(p) ^ '(p) =
s ( 1)(D p)p
p!
Fi1:::ip'
i1:::ipv(M) ; (4.22)
of the Hodge star. They allow to simplify each term appearing in the expansion (4.21) to
F(D p) ^ !(p;q) = s ( 1)p(D 1)
1
p!q!
Fi1:::ip!
i1:::ip
~j1:::~jq
v(M) ^ d~x~j1 ^    ^ d~x~jq : (4.23)
Applying this relation, we nd
eF = F 1  1
2
Tr log(ra
b)

+
1
2
F (b~i~j +B~i~j)d~x
~i ^ d~x~j
+ ( 1)DFir~j id~x
~j   1
2
Fij(B
ij + ij) + : : :

: (4.24)
Note that this relation crucially relies on the assumption that the R/R uxes admit Poisson-
Lie symmetry. Otherwise we would not be able to perform the integration and cancel
the volume factor in front of the integral. One can check that performing the spinor
transformation (4.18) gives exactly the same result. Thus the ansatz (4.20) is correct.
Finally, one has to take into account that in IIA/IIB there are either just even or odd
contributions for Fp. Thus, eq. (4.24) simplies accordingly. For D even, the Fourier-
Mukai transformations maps the R/R sector of IIB to IIB and of IIA to IIA, while for D
odd both are exchanged. Taking into account not just the leading order, but also all higher
order terms (the are hidden in : : : in (4.24)), one can extract all R/R elds of the dual
background. However, form the computational eort this is in general more challenging as
performing the spinor transformation giving in (4.18) directly.
If we specialise to Poisson-Lie T-duality on a Drinfel'd double, using the generalised
frame eld (3.29), we nd
b~i~j = 0 ; 
ij = ec
i(cd   ~cd)edj and r~ij = ~ea~ieaj : (4.25)
The last equation implies that ra
b = ba and thus !(0;0)=0. Writing furthermore the metric
on M as gij = eaigabebj , we obtain
! = ~B  B   1
2
gac(
cd   ~cd)gdbea ^ eb   gab~ea ^ eb : (4.26)
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For the case of non-Abelian T-duality, ab = 0, ~ab =  fabcxc and gab is constant. Then
the equation for ! above simplies to
! = ~B  B   1
2
gacgbdf
cd
ex
eea ^ eb   gabdxa ^ eb (4.27)
and matches the result in [75].
5 Application to integrable deformations
In the following we will give examples of how the formalism described in this paper can be
applied to E-models. In particular we will show how to recover the R/R-sector and dilaton
completing the SUGRA embedding for the - and the -models.
In the rst subsection we study these theories at the level of the DFTWZWdened on
D and then show that we recover the conventional target space descriptions onM = D= eH.
Whilst the solutions presented here are not new to the literature they serve to demonstrate
all the features we have described thus far.
5.1 Deformations based on the (m)CYBE
Each solution, R, of the mCYBE on g gives rise to a canonical group manifold D = ggR
as described in the appendix B. The structure constants of D are related to those of g
(denoted by fab
c) according to
Fabc = 0 ; Fab
c = fab
c ; eF abc = Radfcdb  Rbdfcda = ~fabc ; eF abc = 0 : (5.1)
For the YB-deformations described by the action (2.21), the generalised metric reads
HAB =
 
ab  acRcb
Raccb
ab
   RaccdRdb
!
; (5.2)
in which  is the Cartan-Killing form on g. Here  can be considered a deformation
parameter. One can simplify the form of HAB considerably by performing the O(D,D)
transformation
O AB =
 p
ab  pRab
0 1p a
b
!
: (5.3)
This leaves AB invariant and gives rise to
H A B = O ACHCDO BD =
 
ab 0
0 ab
!
: (5.4)
The transformed components of the structure coecients become, after using the mCYBE,
Fabc = 0 ; Fab
c =
1p

fab
c ;
eF abc = 0 ; eF abc = 3=2c2adbefdec : (5.5)
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Notice here we need not specify the value of c, and the following considerations will hold
for all cases. The generalised curvature capturing the eld equations for the metric and
the B-eld in this rotated frame reads
R A B = h
_(1  c22)2
4
 
ab 0
0  ab
!
: (5.6)
After transforming back to the original frame, we obtain
RAB = O CA R
C DO DB =
h_(1  c22)2
4
 
ab  acRcb
Raccb  ab2  RaccdRdb
!
: (5.7)
This is consistent with the renormalisation of the sigma-model eq. (2.21) given by
@HAB
@ log 
= RAB with @
@ log 
=
h_(1  c22)2
4
: (5.8)
In the rotated frame the generalised Ricci scalar is quite easily calculated to be
R = 1
6
 
3c4   6c2   3 1h_ dim g : (5.9)
There is no solution forR = 0, the dilaton equation of DFTWZW which holds for arbitrary 
and c. However we may extend our considerations to include a direct sum of simple algebras
g = g1      gN : (5.10)
In this case, we can choose a dierent scaling for the inner product imposed on each simple
factor gi:

(i)
ab =  
1
2h_i
f (i)ac
df
(i)
bd
c : (5.11)
In this way we will be able to engineer a cancelation of contributions to the curvature com-
ing from each group factor, as is typical between AdS and internal factors of supergravity
solutions. In principle we could have done this already for the simple case, but there such
a scaling amounts to an trivial overall rescaling of the solution. For N simple factors, we
have N 1 additional degrees of freedom for which the dilaton eld equation R = 0 implies
the constraint,
NX
i=1
ih
_
i dim gi = 0 : (5.12)
This direct sum of algebras is however insucient to solve RAB = 0. Hence, we
conclude that in general there no setup which can solve the eld equations without any
contributions from the R/R sector. In order for the R/R sector to compensate the NS/NS
contribution, we require (again in the rotated frame where equations are simplied),
H A C R
C B =
h_(1  c22)2
4
 
0  ba
ab 0
!
=  1
8
GTC 
A B G : (5.13)
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The eld G is an eigenvector of K with eigenvalue  1 as required by (3.16) and of denite
chirality. We discuss this condition in the following.
As the NS/NS sector, the R/R sector should also exhibit Poisson-Lie symmetry and
in particular eq. (4.11) has to hold
F A B C 
A B C G = 0 ; (5.14)
at least if there are no sources like D-branes. Expanding this constraint into components,
we obtain 
3fab
c ab c + c
22 ~fabc abc

G = 0 : (5.15)
At this stage we should like to be explicit about solutions for G. To do so we found
it convenient to recast our manipulations in terms of an O(D) Drinfel'd G which can
be related to G by a vectorisation map G = vec G. The presentation of this somewhat
technical procedure is detailed below and can be skipped on a rst reading jumping instead
to the explicit solution in the case of an example g = sl(2) su(2).
Bispinorisation. The strategy will be to nd a representation of G such that the self-
duality and chirality constraints are automatically implemented and the only thing that
remains to be taken care of is (5.15). We introduce the -matrices for the D-dimensional
target space obeying the Cliord algebra,
fa; bg = 2ab : (5.16)
Assuming that D is even (which in our cases it shall be) they furthermore can be brought
into the form,
(a)

 =
 
0 (a)
(a)
 0
!
; with (D+1)

 =
 
 0
0  
!
and C =
 
0 
  0
!
(5.17)
denoting the chirality and charge conjugation matrices. We express the 2D components of
G as a bispinor G , where , , . . . are Dirac spinor indices which run from 0 to D. To
get back and forth between these two representations, we use the vectorization
G = vec( G) =

G00; : : : ; GD0; GD1; : : : ; GDD
T
: (5.18)
The O(D,D)  -matrices can now be written as
 a =
1p
2
(a 
 1  iD+1 
 a) and  a = 1p
2
(a 
 1 + iD+1 
 a) : (5.19)
At rst glance this new representation looks somewhat unwieldy. However, it has the
advantage that the operator K and the chirality  2D+1 have a very convenient form:
K =  (1
 D+1) ;  2D+1 = (D+1 
 D+1) : (5.20)
Remember that G has to be an eigenvector of K with eigenvalue  1. Furthermore, it has
to have a xed chirality which also makes it an eigenvector of  2D+1. The eigenvalue under
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this operator decides whether we are capturing a type IIA or a IIB theory. In the bispinor
representation solving these two constraints requires just to pick a particular subblock of
G , namely
block G G G
 G
eigenvalue K +1  1 +1  1
eigenvalue  2D+1 +1  1  1 +1 .
(5.21)
The condition encoding the Poisson-Lie symmetry (5.15) reads
(3 + c22)(u
 1 + iD+1 
 u) + 3(1  c22)(a 
 ua + iuaD+1 
 a)

G = 0 ; (5.22)
with
u = fabc
abc and ua = fabc
bc : (5.23)
Note that because G has to be an eigenvector of both K and  2D+1, two combinations
of the terms in this constraint have to vanish individually. This leaves us with the two
equations 
(3 + c22)(u
 1) + 3(1  c22)(a 
 ua)

G = 0 ;
(3 + c22)(1
 u) + 3(1  c22)(ua 
 a)

G = 0 : (5.24)
In the following, we do not want to discuss all solutions of these equations, but only the
ones that have a chance to give rise to backgrounds which solve the eld equations. To
this end, we restrict our attention to G's that are invariant under the action of g. More
explicitly we impose
(ua 
 1 + 1
 ua) G = 0 : (5.25)
Using this identity, (5.15) simplies to
c22(u
 1) G = 0 and c22(1
 u) G = 0 : (5.26)
In particular, for the -deformations for which c2 = 0, the condition (5.25) is sucient and
in all other cases, we have to additionally impose the two constraints above (5.26).
In order to see what singles out these solutions, we have to take a closer look at the left
hand side of R/R corrected eld equation (5.13). To satisfy this equation the contributions
from  ab and  ab to the left hand side vanish completely. Therefore, we just have to
calculate the remaining:
GTC abK G = GT (D+11a 
 D+11b) G = Tr

( G1a)T1b G

: (5.27)
This equation assumes a target space with Minkowski signature11 with the time direction
matching 1 and the +/  depends on whether G is chiral/anti-chiral. Here, we have used
the charge conjugation matrix on O(D;D) spinors given by
C = iD+1
1 
 D+11 : (5.28)
11For an Euclidean spacetime, we would just have to drop the 1's.
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For a simple Lie group the Killing metric is up to a scaling factor the only invariant bilinear
form. But this implies that because G is invariant, the left hand side of (5.27) has to be
proportional to ab . So the only thing we have to x is the normalization of
G. According
to (5.13) it becomes,
Tr

( G1a)T1a G

= h
_(1  c22)2 dim g

: (5.29)
If we have more than one simple factor, like in (5.10), there are additional constraints on G:
Tr

( G1a)T (Pi)
b
a
1b G

= ih
_
i (1  c22)2 dim gi

; (5.30)
where (Pi)
b
a denotes a projector on the ith simple factor.
Example. Let us illustrate this procedure for deformations of AdS3S3. In this partic-
ular case, the two relevant Lie algebras are
g1 = sl(2) and g2 = su(2) with h
_
1 = h
_
2 = 2 ; dim g1 = dim g2 = 3 : (5.31)
In order to solve the eld equation for the dilaton (5.12), we choose
1 = 1 and 2 =  1 : (5.32)
This results in ab of Minkowski signature, as required to describe AdS3S3. A compatible
R/R sector arises from (5.25). The corresponding R/R bispinor has the two solutions12
G  diag(1; 1; 1; 1) and G  diag(1; 1; 1; 1) (5.33)
after restricting to the components of G with K eigenvalue  1. Only the second one
solves the additional constraint (5.26), which is required for c2 6= 0. Furthermore, the rst
solution can not be normalized such that (5.29) is satised for both the sl(2) and su(2)
factors. Thus, we conclude that for arbitrary c, there is only one R/R eld conguration
G =
1p
2
(1  c22) diag(1; 1; 1; 1) (5.34)
that admits Poisson-Lie symmetry and in connection with the NS/NS sector solved all eld
equations. An alternative way to write this solution is
G =
1  c22
12
p

fabc 
abcj0i ; (5.35)
where j0i denotes the vector which is annihilated by all  a.
12We use the chiral -matrices
(1) =
 
0 1
 1 0
!
; (2) =
 
i2 0
0  i2
!
; (3) =
 
0  I
I 0
!
;
(4) =
 
0  i2
i2 0
!
; (5) =
 
0 i3
 i3 0
!
; (6) =
 
 2 0
0 2
!
:
They are conjugated by a = 
(a) and give rise to the Killing metric ab = diag( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1).
i denotes the three Pauli matrices with 
2
i = 1 and 
 is totally anti-symmetric with 1234 = 1.
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5.2 -deformation redux
In this case the target spaceM = D= eH is equivalent to a group manifold H whose algebra
corresponds to the direct sum of algebras introduced in eq. (5.10). Parametrising M by
a group element g 2 H (with e and v corresponding left and right Maurer-Cartan forms
respectively and MA
BTB = gTAg
 1) we have from theorem 1 the generalised frame eld
bEAI^ =  eai abebi
0 ea
i
!
; (5.36)
in which we recall ab = MacM bc. The target space metric and the B-eld are readily
extracted from bHI^ J^ = bEAI^HAB bEBJ^ and read13
ds2 = gabe
aeb = ab e
a 
 eb   
3
1 + 2
abcdbdaecf e
e 
 ef ;
B =
2
2(1 + 2)

ac
cddb e
a ^ eb

:
(5.37)
Here we have used the -parametrisation of the generalised metric
bHI^ J^ =  eai 0
0 ea
i
! 
~gab ~gac
cb
 ac~gcb ~gab   ac~gcddb
! 
ebj 0
0 eb
j
!
; (5.38)
of the generalised metric for which
~gab = ab and 
ab = ab  Rab =  MacM bdRcd : (5.39)
In this parametrisation the metric and the B-eld in at indices arise from inverting
1

 1   
 1
ab
= gab  Bab ; (5.40)
whereas the curved version are obtained after contraction with eai. A comparison with the
action (2.9) gives rise to
(G0  B0) 1 ab = ~gab + ab  ab = 1

ab  Rab (5.41)
which is equivalent to (2.22). The dilaton is determined by the Poisson-Lie condition (4.7)
and has to have the form
 = 0 +
1
4
log j det gij j   1
2
log j det eaij = 0 + 1
4
log j det gabj ; (5.42)
where according to (4.7), 0 is a free constant.
13The overall factor of  in front of the metric may look unfamiliar but the reader should recall that the
normalisation ~k of the E-model, in which the DFT equations are perturbative is related to the normalisation
of the sigma-model by a corresponding factor 1

.
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Since in general eH will be non-unimodular we will have solutions of modied type II
SUGRA encoded in the DFT vector
XI^ =
1
2
 
Rbcfbc
ava
i
0
!
; (5.43)
from which the Killing vector I of modied supergravity is
Ii =  1
2
Rbcfbc
ava
i =  1
2
bcfbc
aea
i : (5.44)
To complete the NS sector specication of the modied type II SUGRA one also needs the
one-form Z dened in eq. (3.58) which gives rise to
Z =
1
4
gabdgab + IB : (5.45)
Finally, we have to obtain the R/R uxes. To this end, we begin with a solution G of
Poisson-Lie condition (5.15) evaluated in the simplied rotated frame and then calculate
X
p=1
1
p!2p=2
bG(p)a1:::ap a1:::ap = pS G = p exp14ab ab

G (5.46)
in at indices and again contract with eai to get the curved versions. Converting this into
a polyform one can construct the uxes bF = ee B bG which obey the ux equations and
Bianchi identities d bF = 0 with d the modied exterior derivative of eq. (3.57).
An example is the AdS3S3 from the last section for which a realization of the Drinfel'd
double provided in appendix G. However there is no need to resort here to an explicit
parametrisation since the geometry can be entirely written in terms of ea and ab whose
exterior derivatives are easily obtained as
dea =  1
2
fbc
aeb ^ ec ; dab = 2fcd[acb]ed : (5.47)
The metric, B-eld and vector I are already given in the simple forms above and in addition
we have that for this example the dilaton is constant and
 = log
 
3=2
1 + 2
!
+ 0 ; H = dB = 0 ; Z = 0 : (5.48)
Evaluating (5.46) for the solution given in eq. (5.35), gives rise to
bG(1) =  1 + 2p
2
abfabce
c ; bG(3) = 1 + 2
3
p
2
fabce
a ^ eb ^ ec : (5.49)
At this stage the preceding discussion establishes that we have a solution of modied
supergravity, or rather a six-dimensional truncated version thereof. As a consistency check
and for completeness we provide details of the uplift to a full ten-dimensional solution in
appendix F.
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5.3 -deformation redux
We now describe the -model in this framework. Here the underlying Double is formed
from d = g + g with the maximal isotropic subgroup ~H being the diagonal embedding
Gdiag  D (see B for further details), whose generators are eT a in the canonical basis. In
this case however the complementary isotropic does not form a subgroup as can be seen
from the structure constants of d given in terms of those of g by
Fab
c = 0 ; Fabc =
1p
2
fabc =
1p
2
fab
ffc ; eF abc = 0 ; eF abc = 1p
2
fabc =
1p
2
adbefde
ffc ;
(5.50)
with others given by symmetry enforced by the ad-invariance of . This algebra admits a
Z2 grading so thatM = D= eH = (GG)=Gdiag is a symmetric space and we can apply the
construction of theorem 1 to obtain generalised frame elds that describe the geometry.
To do so requires some care however in the parametrisation of coset representatives that
we now explain.
Before doing so let us mention the alternative route to describe the -deformation as
the Poisson-Lie T-duality of the -model and a subsequent analytic continuation. This
can be made quite manifest at the level of E-models [29] and therefore in DFTWZW. It
is worthwhile briey recasting this argument in the language we use here by identifying
a frame where the double d = gC decomposes, up to an analytic continuation, into d =
~h k = gdiag  gantidiag. Starting from the frame (5.5) we perform a rotation
OA0 B =
 
0 ab
ab 0
!
; (5.51)
to obtain structure coecients F 0A0B0C0 = OA0 DOB0 EOC0 F F D E F that have components
F 0abc =  3=2fabddc ; F 0abc = 0 ; F 0abc =
1p

adbecffde
f ; F 0abc = 0 : (5.52)
One can write down \generators" for the commutation relations (5.52),
Ta =
p
f ita; itag and eT a = abp

ftb; tbg ; ta 2 g ; (5.53)
however we see that the generators here are not anti-hermitian and hence an analytic
continuation
Ta ! iTa (5.54)
must be taken in order to match (up to scaling) the structure of d = g + g.
We now resume the construction of the generalised frame elds. We must set the
representative m for coset D= eH. To be explicit we make the choice of parameterisation
of the coset representative14 m = fg; g 1g with g 2 G. However to match directly to the
-model of eq. (2.24) which is parametrised by a group element g, a further identication
14Here we deviate from [29] in which the coset representative is chosen as m = fg; eg, the reason will be
that this choice is the one that matches the parametrisations used in theorem 1.
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is needed namely that g2 = g. We let e, v, D be the left/right-invariant forms and adjoint
action on g constructed from g which can be related to those constructed from g via,
eai = (1 + D
 T )abebi ; D2 = D : (5.55)
The adjoint action of m on d, i.e. mTAm
 1 = MABTB, is given by
MA
B =
1
2
 
 1X+  1X 
X  X+
!
; X = D  D 1 ; (5.56)
and is easily seen to be an O(D;D) element preserving AB. The one-form dmm
 1 deter-
mines a veilbein and ~h-valued connection according to
dmm 1 = V AiTAdxi = Tavaidxi + eT aAaidxi ; (5.57)
with
vai =
1p
2
(v + e)a i ; Aai =
1p
2
ab (v   e)b i : (5.58)
From these we can construct a two-form
!(2) =
1
2
vaiAajdx
i ^ dxj = 1
4
 
 DT   D
ab
ea ^ eb ; (5.59)
such that
d!(2) =  1
4
fabc

ea ^ eb ^ vc + va ^ vb ^ ec

: (5.60)
In addition there is a globally dened three from

(3) =
1
12
⟪dmm 1; [dmm 1; dmm 1]⟫ = 1
6
fabce
a ^ eb ^ ec ; (5.61)
for which locally we can introduce a suitable potential d
(2) = 
(3).
Then in theorem 1 we have in combination
 = !(2)   
(2) ! d =   1
12
fabce
a ^ eb ^ ec (5.62)
giving the three form HWZW that comes from SWZW[g].
We now have all the ingredients to introduce a generalised frame eld, itself also an
O(d; d) element. We, as per comment 2, will strip out the H-ux contribution given by 
and consider the frame eld
bE0AI^ = 12
 
1p
2
 1(1 +D)
p
2 1(1 D)
1p
2
(1 D) p2(1 +D)
! B
A
 
e 0
0 e T
! I^
B
: (5.63)
in which we have massaged the expressions such that they only depend on the left/right-
invariant forms and adjoint action on g constructed from g so as to match the parametri-
sation of the -model of eq. (2.24). A useful decomposition of the frame eld is given by
bE0AI^ =  r T 0
0 r
! 
1 0
b 1
! 
1 
0 1
! 
e 0
0 e T
!
(5.64)
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with
r T =
1
2
p
2
 
1 +D T

; b =
1
8
(D 1  D) and  = 2 1 1 D
1 +D
: (5.65)
From the denition of the operator E in the -model we have the generalised metric in at
space given by
HAB =
 
 
1
2ab 0
0 
1
2ab
!
; 
1
2 =
1  
1 + 
; (5.66)
from which as usual we construct the curved space generalised metric. From this the metric
and B-eld are readily extracted as
ds2 =
1
2
 
(Og 1 +Og   1)

ab
ea 
 eb ;
B = BWZW +
1
4
 
Og 1  Og

ab
ea ^ eb ;
(5.67)
in which HWZW = dBWZW and
Og = (1  D) 1 : (5.68)
As in our previous discussion, and detailed in appendix E, the PL conditions on the dilaton
determine that
 = 0   1
2
log det(1  D 1) ; (5.69)
in which 0 is constant. This matches the dilaton obtained due to a Gaussian elimination
of elds in the construction of [16].
Since g is assumed to be unimodular we have that ~h is also unimodular, and thus we
in the situation of conventional (not modied) supergravity. What remains is to determine
the RR uxes from the PL conditions.
To be totally analogous with the discussion of the  deformations we should actually
further perform and O(D;D) rotation
O AB =
 

1
4 ab 0
0  
1
4 a
b
!
; (5.70)
such that the structure constants become
Fab
c = 0 ; Fabc =
 
3
4p
2
fabc ;
eF abc = 0 ; eF abc =  14p
2
fabc : (5.71)
In this frame the PL condition invokes
 abcfabc + 3f
ab
c
 ab 
c

G = 0 : (5.72)
Notice here we have a direct similarity between the same constraint found in the  branch.
Indeed, comparing this with eq. (5.15) we simply have to swap the index positions, up and
down, (corresponding to the rotation eq. (5.51)), and identify  = ( + i)(   i) 1. Thus
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knowing already how to solve this equation we can construct the curved space spinor R/R
eld strengths via bG0 = X
p=1
1
p!2p=2
bG0a1:::ap a1:::ap = SSbSrSO G ; (5.73)
in at indices and the nal result arise after contraction with the left-invariant from ea.
Note that here we are dressing with the spinor representative of bE0 in which the B-shift
induced by  has been stripped o. To get the raw bG that obey d bG = 0 one must apply
the spinor representative of a B-shift for BWZW.
Example. Let us now come again to the SL(2)  SU(2) example. Like for the -
deformation in the last section, it is convenient to express all supergravity elds just in
terms of the invariant tensors of the Lie algebra g and the adjoint action Dab. From this
point of view ab is the only quantity in (5.73) which also includes the inverse of 1 + D.
However, it always appears in either one of the two combinations
rac
cb =
1p
2

ab  Dab

or acb
cb =  1
2
ba +
1
4
(Da
b +Dba) : (5.74)
At this stage we nd it convenient to pick a particular representation for both SU(2)
and SL(2) elements:
gSL(2) =
 
cosh1   sinh1 cosh2   sinh1 sinh2e3
sinh1 sinh2e
 3 cosh1 + sinh1 cosh2
!
;
gSU(2) =
 
cos1 + i sin1 cos2 sin1 sin2e
 i3
  sin1 sin2ei3 cos1   i sin1 cos2
!
:
(5.75)
Here 2 will become the time-like direction. To reduce paper we write ci = cosi and
chi = coshi etc. The line element is given by
ds2 =
1 + 
1  d
2
1 +
(1  2)sh21

  d22 + sh22d23+ 1 + 1  d21 + (1  2)s21  d22 + s22d23 ;
(5.76)
and the B-eld and dilaton
B = BWZW +B0 ; B0 = 4
 1ch1sh31sh2d2^d3 + 4 1c1s31s2d2^d3
BWZW = 2sh
2
1sh23d1^d2 + 2s21s23d1^d2 ;  = 0  
1
2
log  ;
(5.77)
with
 = 1 + 2   2ch1 ;  = 1 + 2   2c1 : (5.78)
We can apply directly eq. (5.73) and after some work we ndbG0(1) = n (sh1c1d1   ch1s1d1)bG0(3) = ns1sh31sh2d2^d3^d1   c1ch1s21sh2d1^d2^d3
  s31s2sh1d1^d2^d3   c1ch1s21s2d1^d2^d3

bG0(5) = nch1s31s2s21d1^d2^d3^d2^d3 + c1s21s22sh33sh2d2^d3^d1^d2^d3 ;
(5.79)
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which have to be twisted with the WZW contribution to the B-eld in order to obtainbG = eBWZWP3n=1 bG0(2n 1) which satises the Bianchi identity d bG = 0. All that remains
to be xed is the normalisation n2 = 
2
8 e
 20 . One can lift this to a solution in 10d by
adding an auxiliary T 4 exactly as is done in the appendix F.
6 Conclusion
In this work we have continued the development of Poisson-Lie T-duality, based on a Drin-
fel'd double, by describing explicitly its embedding into DFT. We are further able to extend
these ideas to include so-called E-models (which incorporate e.g. integrable -deformed the-
ories), the required Drinfel'd double is relaxed to that of a Manin quasi-triple. In either case
we are able to extend the conditions for Poisson-Lie symmetry or an E-model to the dila-
ton, recovering rather simply a result that took some eort in the mathematical literature,
and to the R/R sector which to date had been treated in a somewhat ad-hoc fashion.
The condition of having an E-model can be understood in the context of DFTWZW
dened on a 2D-dimensional group manifold D of an algebra d as demanding invariance
under the 2D dieomorphism symmetry. Choosing a solution to the section condition
amounts to nding a subalgebra ~h 2 d, reducing the dynamics to that dened on the coset
M = D= eH. When ~h is unimodular, the equations of motion of regular DFT (within a
solution to the section condition) are recovered, and when non-unimodular those corre-
sponding to a known modication of DFT (and SUGRA) are found. In this way, for the
backgrounds we are considering, the equations of motion for DFTWZW become algebraic
and match those derived some years ago from the context of the doubled worldsheet in
the bosonic sector. Similarly we are able to reduce the considerations of the R/R-sector to
essentially an algebraic problem.
Critical is that we are able to construct generalised frame elds that are O(D;D) valued
and moreover close under the generalised Lie derivative to generate structure constants of
the Lie-algebra d. This is allows to translate the algebraic results for the DFTWZW dened
on D to conventional target space elds on the physical spacetime M. We demonstrate
this technology with examples corresponding to  and  integrable deformations. This is a
quite satisfying result, viewed as conventional geometries these deformations look anything
but simple, whereas in this language their underlying simplicity becomes transparent. It
seems plausible that more general integrable sigma models [76{79] may give rise to such
a structure.
One of the original motivations for this study was to see if by using DFTWZW we could
resolve the long standing questions concerning the global properties of non-Abelian duality
transformations. At rst sight things seem promising since we have an underlying doubled
group manifold D. However, a closer look shows this is not quite the full story. Firstly our
constructions only make use of the algebra d, additional input is required to specify the
global structure of D, e.g. there may be discrete quotients to be taken. A second challenge
is that we assume a factorisation of the group elements of the form g(X) = ~h(~x)m(x)
with particular parametrisation of m(x) as the exponent of coset generators. Neither the
factorisation of g nor the identity-connectedness of m are guaranteed to hold globally.
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Thus further work is needed to establish the patching required to extend our construction.
However, suppose that this procedure can be completed and our frames given a global
denition. In that case we would have specied a generalised parallelisation for M and
would provide an explicit demonstration of the fact [47] that the reduction on such spaces
constitutes a consistent truncation [80, 81].
This work prompts many interesting directions. The most obvious is to describe
the dressing coset procedure in this language (something that we intend to report on
shortly [82]), and eventually the extension to semi-symmetric spaces with the application
to the full AdS5  S5 superstring in mind. In these more general cases we also intend
to detail the question of supersymmetry, by making manifest the idea that whilst naively
broken in conventional SUGRA it is recovered in DFT by allowing Killing spinors to have
dependence on the `dual' coordinates [83, 84]. In the present work we also showed that the
PL T-duality rule on R/R elds can be recast in the format of a Fourier-Mukai transforma-
tion, something which was known to be the case for Abelian T-duality [74]. It is well know
that D-brane charges admit a K-theory classication [85, 86] and that this Fourier-Mukai
transformation can be understood as implementing T-duality at the level of K-theory. So
one might (optimistically perhaps given the state of knowledge of global properties) hope
to understand the Poisson-Lie transformation at this level. Looking further ahead the
prospect of using the algebraic description of these backgrounds to study higher order
corrections [87{89] is enticing as is the interpretation of such generalised dualities in the
context of the Exceptional Field Theory approach to M-theory.
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A Conventions and notation
There are many dierent groups, algebras, subgroups and subalgebras encountered in this
paper | we list the main denitions in table 2. Commensurate with this is an abundance
of indices outlined in table 3.
Sigma-models and supergravity. We consider 2d non-linear sigma models in Lorentzian
signature given by
S =
1
s
Z
dd@+X
i(G(X) B(X))ij@ Xj ; (A.1)
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Double d Lagrangian Lagriangian Algebra g :
subalg. ~h compl. k :
Exponentiation D eH exp(k)/H G :
for k subsp./subalg.) :
Algebra gen. TA eT a Ta ta :
Inner product ⟪TA;TB⟫ = AB hTa; Tbi = ab :
Structure csts FAB
C eF abc Fabc fabc :
Group element g(XI) ~h(~x~i) m(x
i) g : g2 = g
Adjoint action MA
B fMab Mab Dab : Dab
L/R MC forms EAI/V
A
I
~EA
~i= ~V A
~i EAi=V
A
i :
L/R MC comps ~ea
~i=~va
~i eai=v
a
i=Aai e
a
i/v
a
i : e
a
i/v
a
i
Table 2. The variety of algebras, groups and group elements used.
tensor indices
Flat frame TA A;B;C;    = 1 : : : 2D
Rotated at frame T A A;B;C;    = 1 : : : 2D
Doubled curved space TI I; J;K;    = 1 : : : 2D
Generalised tangent space bTI^ I^ ; J^ ; K^;    = 1 : : : 2D
Table 3. The variety of indices used.
in which @ = 12(@  @). This sign choice for the NS two-form eld means that for a
constant G and B the Hamiltonian
Ham = _XiPi   L = 1
4s
ZMHMNZN ; ZM = (2sPi; @Xi) ; (A.2)
is written with the generalised metric dened as
HMN =
 
G 1  G 1B
BG 1 G BG 1B
!
: (A.3)
The NS sector supergravity equations are given by (for type IIB)
0 = Rmn + 2rmn  1
4
HmpqHn
pq
  e2

1
2
(F1
2)mn +
1
4
(F3
2)mn +
1
96
(F5
2)mn   1
4
gmn

F 21 +
1
6
F 23

;
0 = d[e 2 ? H] + F1 ^ ?F3 + F3 ^ F5 ;
0 = R+ 4r2  4(@)2   1
12
H2 ;
(A.4)
in which H = dB. For the R/R elds we have Hodge duals dened (in d = 10 dimensions)
according to F(p) =  ( 1)p(p+1)=2 ? F(d p) for which the poly-form F =
P
p F(p) obeys
dHF = (d+H^)F = 0 : (A.5)
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The Hodge star operator is such that ?2!(p) = s( 1)p(d p)!(p), where s is the signature.
For IIB we have
F = F(1) + F(3) + F(5)   ?F(3) + ?F(1) ; F(5) = ?F(5) : (A.6)
We occasionally also use F = e BG and F = eF.
In modied supergravity [48] we have instead
0 = Rmn   1
4
HmpqHn
pq +rmXn +rnXm
 

1
2
(F12)mn + 1
4
(F32)mn + 1
96
(F52)mn   1
4
gmn

F21 +
1
6
F23

;
0 = d ? H + F1 ^ ?F3 + F3 ^ F5   2 ? dX   2X ^ ?H ;
0 = R+ 4rnXn   4XnXn   1
12
H2 ;
0 = dF  (d+H ^  Z ^  I)F :
(A.7)
Here the vector X is given by
X = Z + I ; (A.8)
with the constraints
dZ + IH = 0 ; IZ = 0 ; LIg = LIH = 0 : (A.9)
For the case of I = 0 we have that X = d and the conventional supergravity is recovered.
In general we identify the \dilaton" as the exact piece of Z;
Z = d+ IB   V ; LIB = dV : (A.10)
In these equations we use the interior contraction dened as I! = ?(I ^ ?!) and recall
LI! = dI! + Id!.
B Algebraic structures
Algebras and groups. We work with real Lie algebras g, and corresponding group G,
of dimension dimG = D with a basis of anti-Hermitian generators ftag equipped with an
ad-invariant symmetric pairing given by the Cartan-Killing form,  = h; i, obeying
[ta; tb] = fab
ctc ; ab = hta; tbi =   1
2h_
fad
efbe
d : (B.1)
Left/right-invariant forms and adjoint actions for a group element g(x) 2 G, depending on
local coordinates xi, are dened according to
dgg 1 = v = vata = vaidxita ; g 1dg = e = eata = eaidxita ;
adgt = gtag
 1 = D[g]abtb ; va = ebD[g]ba :
(B.2)
This denition of the adjoint action obeys
D[g] 1 = D[g 1] ; D[g]D[g]T =  ; (B.3)
we will write D  D[g] when clear from the context.
The Maurer-Cartan equations are
dva = +
1
2
fbc
avb ^ vc ; dea =  1
2
fbc
aeb ^ ec ; dD[g]ab = vcD[g]adfcdb : (B.4)
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R-matrices. We consider R a skew-symmetric endomorphism of g dened as
R(ta) = Rabtb ; Rab = Raccb =  Rba ; Rab = acRcb =  Rba : (B.5)
From R is constructed a second bracket over the vector space g,
[x; y]R = [R(x); y] + [x;R(y)] ; [ta; tb]R = ~fabctc ; ~fabc = Raefebc +Rbefaec : (B.6)
This will obey the Jacobi identity provided R solves the modied classical Yang-Baxter
equation
[R(X);R(Y )] R([X;Y ]R) + c2[X;Y ] = 0 8X;Y;2 g : (B.7)
We will dene the algebra constructed from this bracket as gR. We have two Lie-brackets
giving algebras g and gR over the same vector space and this set up is also called a bi-
algebra. Technically the construction of eq. (B.6) means this is a coboundary bi-algebra.
It can be useful to dene a element r 2 V2 g as
r = Rabta 
 tb : (B.8)
Drinfel'd double. Here we consider real Lie algebra d, and corresponding group D, of
dimension dimD = 2d with a basis of anti-Hermitian generators fTAg equipped with an
ad-invariant symmetric pairing,  = ⟪; ⟫, obeying
[TA;TB] = FAB
CTC ; AB = ⟪TA;TB⟫ : (B.9)
A classical double is such a real Lie algebra that admits a decomposition d = g ~g as the
sum of two Lie subalgebras each of dimension d that are Lagrangian (maximally isotropic
with respect to ). In a basis TA = ( eT a; Ta) we have that
[Ta; Tb] = Fab
cTc ; [ eT a; eT b] = eF abc eT c ; [Ta; eT b] = eF bcaTc   Facb eT c ;⟪Ta; Tb⟫ = ⟪ eT a; eT b⟫ = 0 ; ⟪Ta; eT b⟫ = ab ; ⟪ eT a; Tb⟫ = ab : (B.10)
The Jacobi identity of FAB
C places a compatibility condition on the two Lie subalgebras,
namely that (Ta) = eF bcaTb 
 Tc viewed as a map g! V2 g, should be a one-cocycle for g
valued in
V2 g obeying
0 = d(X;Y )  adX(Y )  adY (X)  ([X;Y ]) ; (B.11)
in which the adjoint action extends to the tensor product as adXY = (1 
 adX + adX 

1)Y for Y 2 g 
 g. Of particular interest will be the case when the one-cocycle is a
one-coboundary
(X) = [X; r] ; r 2 g ^ g: (B.12)
Identiying Ta = ta and with r = R
abta 
 tb we have thateF abc = RaeFceb  RbeFcea ; (B.13)
which is nothing other than the raising of indices on eFabc dened in eq. (B.6) using . In
this case the double d = ggR and the Jacobi identity of FABC follows from the mCYBE.
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In this way we have an equivalence between such doubles and coboundary Lie-bialgebras.
The cocycle  can be integrated to give a cocycle on G valued in g ^ g
[g] =
 
1  adg 1 
 adg 1

r ; (B.14)
which for g = exp(x) has [g]  [X; r] = (X) and obeys
[hg] = (g) + adg 1 
 adg 1[h] ; [e] = 1 : (B.15)
In components
[g]ab = Rab  D[g 1]caRcdD[g 1]db : (B.16)
Whilst the above expression applies in the case of the coboundary specialisation, one can
construct the same group cocycle for any double as follows. Let g be a group element for
G = exp g  D and using its adjoint action on d,
gTAg
 1 = D[g]ABTB ; D[g]AB =
 
D[g]ab D[g]
ab
0 D[g]a
b
!
; (B.17)
one has
[g]ab = D[g]acD[g]bc : (B.18)
The group composition of the adjoint action in D shows that the cocycle properties
eq. (B.15) holds and its derivative returns the algebra cocycle . The cocycle can be
understood as being as element of Te(G) 
 Te(G), and by taking its right translation to
a point g we have a bi-vector g 2 Tg(G) 
 Tg(G); this endows a Poisson structure to G
making it a Lie-Poisson group manifold.
Manin pair, triple and quasi-triple. We now describe a weakening of the above
structure to dene a Manin quasi-triple. A pair (d; ~h) consisting of an algebra, d and
a Lagrangian subalgebra ~h  d is called a Manin pair. A Manin quasi-triple (d; ~h; k) is a
Manin pair (d; ~h) together with a choice of complementary Lagrangian subspace k such that
d = ~h k. Dierent choices of complementary subspaces are related by a twist t 2 2~h [66].
The salient dierence to Drinfel'd double is that the complementary Lagrangian k need not
be a subalgebra.
We dene a basis of anti-Hermitian generators fTAg for d equipped with an ad-
invariant symmetric pairing,  = h; i, obeying
[TA;TB] = FAB
CTC ; AB = hTA;TBi : (B.19)
Letting TA = ( eT a; Ta) be the decomposition d = ~h k these relations read
[Ta; Tb] = Fab
cTc + abc eT c ; [ eT a; eT b] = eF abc eT c ; [Ta; eT b] = eF bcaTc   Facb eT c ;⟪Ta; Tb⟫ = ⟪ eT a; eT b⟫ = 0 ; ⟪Ta; eT b⟫ = ab : (B.20)
The object abc is antisymmetric in all its indices and invariant under the (co-adjoint)
action of eH = exp ~h.
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Algebraic structure of - and  models. The integrable  and  models can be
placed into this algebraic framework [29, 90] in which d = g+ g (a Manin quasi-triple) and
d = g + gR = gC (a Drinfel'd double) respectively.
Consider a Lie algebra g endowed with an ad-invariant non-degenerate symmetric
bilinear form . The construction of the -deformation requires a double that is the direct
sum d = g g equipped with the inner product
⟪fX1; Y1g; fX2; Y2g⟫ = hX1; X2i   hY1; Y2i :
The two subspaces completing the Manin quasi-triple are taken to be the diagonal subalge-
bra ~h = gdiag, embedded in d by the map X 7! fX;Xg=
p
2 for X 2 g, and the anti-diagonal
subspace k = ganti diag embedded as X 7! fX; Xg=
p
2 in d. Let fab
c be generators of g,
then in d we have that
Fab
c = 0 ; eF abc = 1p
2
fabc =
1p
2
adbefde
ffc ; abc =
1p
2
fabc =
1p
2
fab
ffc : (B.21)
The -deformation on the other hand, the double is determined by the operator R en-
tering the denition of the deformation. This operator is the canonical R-matrix associated
to a semi-simple Lie algebra g with Killing form . It acts by anti-symmetrically swapping
positive and negative roots and annihilates the Cartan. As described above, since R is a
solution to the classical (modied) Yang-Baxter equation it denes a second Lie-bracket
[; ]R on g. The double is the direct sum d = g gR, which is isomorphic to the complex-
ication gC of g. This double can be decomposed in to a Manin pair using the Iwasawa
decomposition gC = g  (a + n), where g and a + n are both Lagrangian subalgebras of
d = gC. The ad-invariant non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on d = gC is
⟪Z1; Z2⟫ =  i (Z1; Z2) + i (Z1; Z2) ;
where Z 2 gC and  denotes the complex conjugation.
C Solution to the section condition
In this appendix we show how the choice of generalised frame elds solves the section
condition (3.28). Even more, this equation together with the requirement to be an O(d; d)-
element, will completely x the form of the generalised frame eld in (3.29) completely in
terms of the element of the right-invariant form on the double d = ~h k,
TAV
A
IdX
I = TAMB
AEBIdX
I = @Igg
 1dXI : (C.1)
Let us now explicitly calculate VAI by using the parameterization of the double element
g = ~h(~x~i)m(x
i), ~h 2 eH and m 2 exp(k). We obtain
dgg 1 = TAVAIdXI = ~h@imm 1~h 1dxi +@~i~h~h
 1d~x~i = TAV
A
idx
i +T aVa
~id~x~i (C.2)
and V a~i = 0 because h is an element of the subgroup
eH. As usual the inverse transpose
of VAI is denoted as VA
I , for which we have that V ai = 0.
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Looking now at the generalised frame eld, it is convenient to decompose it into
two parts, bEAI^ = MAB bVBI^ : (C.3)
Using this decomposition we need to check that
bEAI^EAI@I = bV AI^VAI@I = 0 @i : (C.4)
We need the above equation to only hold on the physical elds that we are considering,
which will depend only on the coordinates xi so that we may use on the left hand side that
@I =

0 @i

. To see the rst equality of eq. (C.4) the parametrisation g(x; ~x) = ~h(~x~i)m(x
i)
is paramount since it ensures that the dierences between the adjoint action M of g and
the adjoint action M of m don't contribute. Then eq. (C.4) reduces tobV AiVAj@j bV AiVAj@j = 0 @i (C.5)
or equivalently bV AiVAj = 0 and bV AiVAj = ji : (C.6)
The second of these is satised providing
TA bV Ai = TaV ai + eT aVajji ; (C.7)
with arbitrary and to be xed matrix ij . For the rst component bV Ai we nd
TA bV Ai@i = eT aVai@i ; (C.8)
because V ai = 0. Furthermore we need to require the generalised frame eld to be an
O(D;D) element, that is bV AI^ has to have the propertybV AI^AB bV BJ^ = I^ J^ : (C.9)
This implies several constraints (those on the right being implied by those on the left):
bV AiAB bV Bj = 0 h@igg 1; @jgg 1i+ 2(ij) = 0 (C.10)bV AiAB bV Bj = 0 h eT a; eT bivaivbj = 0 (C.11)bV AiAB bV Bj = ij h eT a; Tbivaivbj = ij : (C.12)
The rst term in the rst equation on the right vanishes by assumption and the second
one implies that ij has to be antisymmetric. All other identities follow automatically.
Summarising the discussion above, bVAI^ reads
bVAI^ =  vai 0
va
jji va
i
!
; (C.13)
as claimed in (3.29). The precise form of ij will be xed to ensure the frame elds obey
a frame algebra under the generalised Lie derivative.
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D Fluxes in the generalised parallelizable frame
It is instructive to compute the components of FI^ J^K^ , the structure constants dressed by
the generalised frame elds as in eq. (3.43), explicitly. In conventional notation these are
denoted H;Q;F;R [91]. First let us consider the case of a Drinfel'd double for which we
have in general
Hijk = 0 ;
Fij
k = eb[ie
c
j]ea
kFbc
a
Qijk = ea
[ieb
j]eck( eF abc + Fdcbad) =  ea[iebj]@kab ;
Rijk =
1
2
ea
[ieb
jec
k](Fde
abdce + ~F abd
dc) ;
=  1
4
ea
[ieb
jec
k]( eF a[bdc]d   2Fdeadbec) = 0 :
The identity required to show the vanishing of the R-ux is slightly involved and was
provided in [6].
In the case that the Drinfel'd Double corresponds to a coboundary Lie bialgebra, i.e.
both eF abc and ab are expressible in terms of an R-matrix (see appendix A) we can go a
little further to express the uxes as
Hijk = 0 ;
Fij
k = vb[iv
c
j]va
kfbc
a ;
Qijk = 2va
[ivb
j]vckFdc
aRbd = va
[ivb
j]vck eF abc ;
Rijk = 3

va
[ivb
jvc
k]   ea[iebjeck]

Fde
aRbdRce
=  3c2

va
[ivb
jvc
k]   ea[iebjeck]
 eF abc = 0 :
In the two last uxes, we used the denition of the modied Yang-Baxter equation.
Let us now turn to the more general case of a Manin quasi-triple. Here we must make a
slight renement, the H-ux also has a contribution that arises as a twisting of the Courant
bracket as discussed in comment 2. In what follows we shall strip o this twisting using
the frame elds
bE0AI^ = MAB
 
vbi 0
0 vb
i
! I^
B
; (D.1)
that obey bL bE0A bE0BI^ = FABC bE0CI^ +
 bE0Aj bE 0Bk(
(3)   d!(2))jki
0
!
: (D.2)
We then consider F 0
I^ J^K^
= FABC bE0CI^ bE0BJ^ bE0CK^ and simply add back the contribution to
the H given by H = 
(3)   d!(2).
We recall that from the coset representative m(x) for D= eH we have
dmm 1 = vaidxiTa +Aaidxi eT a :
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Then evaluating the uxes one nds
Hijk =

abcM
a
dM
b
eM
c
f+
1
2
Fab
cMadM
b
eMcf  1
2
eF abcMadMbeM cfvd[ivejvf k]+ Hijk ;
Fij
k = 2va
kve[iv
f
j]

Fbc
d(MdeM
b
fM
ca MdaM beM cf )  eF bcd(MbeMcaMdf MbeMcfMda)
+M ceM
d
fM
babcd

;
Qijk = 2va
[ivb
j]vf k

 Fcde(MefM caMdb MebM cfMda)
+ eF cde(McaMdbM ef+McfMdbM ea)+MdfM eaM cbdec ;
Rijk =

abcM
daM ebM cf+
1
2
Fab
cMdaM ebMc
f+
1
2
eF abcMadMbeM cfvd[ivejvf k] :
Here
Hijk =  3Aa[iAbjvck] eF abc + abcva[ivbjvck] (D.3)
is the contribution to the H-ux coming from the twisting of the Courant bracket.
Specialising to d = g  g relevant to the -model we can now go further by using the
explicit form of the adjoint action MA
B, given in eq. (5.56). Doing so we nd numerous
cancellations to leave
Hijk =   3p
2
Aa[iAbjv
c
k]f
ab
c +
2p
2
fabcv
a
[iv
b
jv
c
k] ;
Fij
k = 0 ; Qijk =
1p
2
va
[ivb
j]vckf
ab
c ; R
ijk = 0 ;
in which  is used to raise algebra indices out of position. It might seem contrary to have
Q rather than F ux but it reects the construction of the geometry as a coset D=Gdiag
and that Ganti-diag is not a subgroup of D.
E Dilaton in PL and  models
Here we show that the constraint on the doubled dilaton d matches the (conventional)
dilatons for both PL and -models.
We begin by extracting the metric for the PL model of eq. (2.9)
G = eT
 
1 + E 0 
 1
G0
 
1 E+0
 1
e
= eT

1 + ~g 10 (  eB0) 1 ~g 10 1  (  eB0)~g 10  1 e ; (E.1)
in which E0 = G0  B0 and E 0 =

~g0   ~b0
 1
and e are the components of the left-
invariant forms. It is simple to take the determinant
log detG = 2 log det e  log det ~g0   2 log det

1 + ~g 10 (  eB0) (E.2)
Since det e = det v we conclude from (4.7)
 = 0   1
4
log det ~g0   1
2
log det

1 + ~g 10 (  eB0) ; (E.3)
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and choosing 0 =
1
4 log det ~g0, which is of course a constant, gives the result provided in
the more mathematically inclined treatment of [73].
For the case of the -model, the expression correctly reduces to the known expression,
see e.g. [92]. This can be readily seen by conveniently expressing the curved metric gij in
terms of right-invariant form on G and the at metric
gab =
 
(1  D 1) 1+ (1  D) 1  
ab
= (1  2)  (1  D 1) 1(1  D) 1
ab
: (E.4)
Starting from the expression (4.7), we indeed obtained the correct expression for the
dilaton of the -model:
=0+
1
4
log jdetgij j  1
2
log jdetvaij=00+
1
4
log jdetgabj=000 
1
2
log jdet(1 D 1)j ;
where we have used that the adjoint action has unit determinant. The last step is ob-
tained by plugging (E.4) and using that D T =  1D. All constant contribution were
successively absorbed into the constant dilaton term.
F Details of -supergravity solution
In this appendix we detail the full modied supergravity solution outlined in section 5.2.
For the generators ta of g = su(1; 1) su(2) we let ti be those of su(1; 1) and ti be those of
su(2) in a basis where the non-vanishing structure constants are given by
f12
3 = f13
2 = f32
1 =  1 ; f123 = f231 = f312 =  1 : (F.1)
To raise and lower indices we use the ad-invariant inner-product given by
ij =

2
fik
lfjl
k = diag(; ; ) ; ij =  

2
fik
lfjl
k = diag(; ; ) ; (F.2)
in which we note that the overall normalisation of the su(2) part is of opposite sign to
that of the su(1; 1). The solution of the c2 =  1 mCYBE is given by an R-matrix with
non-vanishing components
R12 =  R21 =   ; R12 =  R21 =  : (F.3)
We supplement the six dimensional space corresponding to the deformed AdS3  S3
with a four-torus (with coordinates x,  = 1 : : : 4) such that the NS data is
ds2 = vagabv
b + dxdx = va

ab +
3
1 + 2
Ra
dRdb

vb + dxdx ;
B =   
2
2(1 + 2)

Rab v
a ^ vb

=
2
(1 + 2)

v1 ^ v2   v1 ^ v2

;
 = log
 
3=2
1 + 2
!
+ 0 H = dB = 0 :
(F.4)
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Note that we have chosen to work with the right-invariant Maurer-Cartan forms rather
than the left; this removes all coordinate dependance from the metric and uxes. The
curvatures that follow from this metric have non-vanishing components
Ricij =
(1 + 2)

ij   (1 + 
2)(3 + 2)
2
gij ; Ricij =  
(1 + 2)

ij +
(1 + 2)(3 + 2)
2
gij ;
(F.5)
and are such that the curvature scalar is zero,
R =  1
2
fac
dfbd
cgab   1
4
fac
efbd
fgabgcdgef = 0 : (F.6)
This is fundamentally due to the choice of opposing normalisations for the su(2) and su(1; 1)
in the inner-product.
The modied supergravity is dened by the one-form
I =
1
2
Rabfab
cgcdv
d =  

v
3 + v3

; (F.7)
and related
Z = d + IB = 0 ; X = I + Z = I : (F.8)
Eq. (5.35) encodes the unique solution for the R/R uxes however this is in six-
dimensions. Here we need to uplift it to 10-dimensions. In six-dimensions we dene
bG(1)6d =  1 + 2p2 Rabfabcvc ; bG(3)6d = 1 + 23p2 fabcva ^ vb ^ vc ;
and the six-dimensional poly-form
bF6d = ee B  bG(1)6d + bG(3)6d  ; (F.9)
which by construction has vanishing Lie derivative along I i.e. LI bF6d = 0. The components
of this obey
I bF (1)6d = 0 ; d bF (1)6d = I bF (3)6d ; d bF (3)6d = I bF (5)6d ; ?6 bF (1)6d =   bF (5)6d ; ?6 bF (3)6d = bF (3)6d :
(F.10)
From this we can build a ten-dimensional R/R poly-form
F10d =  bF6d ^ (1 + !   vol4) ; (d+H ^  Z ^  I)F10d = 0 (F.11)
in which  is a normalisation to be xed, and ! = ~n ~! is expanded in the basis of self-dual
three forms on T 4 and vol4 = dx
1 ^ dx2 ^ dx3 ^ dx4. With this in mind it is quite easy
now to verify the modied supergravity equations of eq. (A.4) are satised providing the
normalisation of the R/R sector are set such that
 = e 0
 
2(1 + ~n2)
  1
2 : (F.12)
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Explicitly we have
F (1)10d = 

v3+v
3

; F (3)10d = 

v3+v
3

^!+ 
(1+2)

v123 v123 2v123+2v123

F (5)10d = 

v3+v
3

^vol4+ 
(1+2)

v123 v123 2v123+2v123

^!
+
22
(1+2)2

v123
12+v12
123

;
(F.13)
in which we let  = (1 + ~n2) 
1
2 .
G Drinfel'd doubles and group parameterisations
G.1 su(2) e3
We work with the following basis of generators
T1 =
i
2
I
 1 T2 = i
2
I
 2 T3 = i
2
I
 3
eT 1 =  1
2
3 
 1   i
2
I
 2 eT 2 =  1
2
3 
 2 + i
2
I
 1 eT 3 =  1
2
3 
 3 :
(G.1)
Dening projectors
P =
1
2
(I 3)
 I ; (G.2)
allows us to realise the inner-product as⟪TA;TB⟫ = iTr  P+TAP+TB   P TAP TB = AB : (G.3)
The R-matrix that gives this a bialgebra structure is
R =
0B@ 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0
1CA ; (G.4)
and we parametrise an SU(2) element as
G =
 
g 0
0 g
!
; g =
 
e ix
p
1  r2  e ir
eir eix
p
1  r2
!
; (G.5)
such that the left-invariant forms dened by G 1dG = eaTa read
1
2
 
e1  ie2 = ei(x )p
1  r2
 
r(r2   1)d(x+ ) idr ; e3
2
= (r2   1)dx+ r2d : (G.6)
The metric on S3 is obtained as
 1
4
Tr
 
G 1dGG 1dG

= (1  r2)dx2 + dr
2
1  r2 + r
2d2 ; (G.7)
which is rendered more familiar with r = sin . Finally, we need the combination of adjoint
actions that enter into the PL sigma models:
 =
0B@ 0 2r2  2r
p
1  r2 sin(x  )
 2r2 0  2rp1  r2 cos(x  )
2r
p
1  r2 sin(x  ) 2rp1  r2 cos(x  ) 0
1CA : (G.8)
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G.2 su(1; 1) e3
We work with the following basis of generators
T1 =
1
2
3 
 2 T2 = 1
2
3 
 1 T3 = i
2
I
 3
eT 1 =  1
2
3 
 1   i
2
I
 2 eT 2 = 1
2
3 
 2   i
2
I
 1 eT 3 =  1
2
3 
 3 :
(G.9)
and realise the inner-product again as (G.3).
Recall that in its dening representation SU(1; 1) consists of complex matrices of unit
determinant that satisfy
gy!g = ! ; ! =
 
1 0
0  1
!
; (G.10)
and such a group element can be parameterized as
g =
 
e it
p
2 + 1 e i 
ei  eit
p
2 + 1
!
: (G.11)
In the 4 4 representation used for the Drinfel'd double we have
G =
 
g 0
0 ad!g
!
: (G.12)
The left-invariant one forms are given as
1
2
 
e1  ie2 = ei(t  )p
1 + 2
 
(1 + 2)d(t+  ) id ; e3
2
=  (1 + 2)dt  2d : (G.13)
The combination of adjoint actions that enter into the PL sigma models is
 =
0B@ 0  22 2
p
2 + 1 sin(t   )
22 0  2
p
2 + 1 cos(t   )
 2
p
2 + 1 sin(t   ) 2
p
2 + 1 cos(t   ) 0
1CA : (G.14)
The metric on AdS3 is obtained as
1
4
Tr
 
G 1dGG 1dG

=  (1 + 2)dt2 + d
2
1 + 2
+ 2d 2
=   cosh2 dt2 + d2 + sinh2 d 2 ;
(G.15)
with  = sinh. This follows from the embedding
  1 =  X20 +X21 +X22  X23 (G.16)
with
X0 + iX3 = e
it cosh ; X1 + iX2 = e
 i sinh : (G.17)
Although we shall not directly need it we note for completeness the isomorphism to SL(2;R)
is made by dening
gSL(2) =
 
X0 +X1 X2 +X3
X2  X3 X0  X1
!
: (G.18)
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